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Abstract 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) allows for the cross-sectional visualization of the 

retinal microvasculature and may benefit clinicians in their management of retinal 

diseases, such as diabetic retinopathy (DR). However, for DR management, this 

modality is limited by the field of view (FOV) and patient throughput. This thesis presents 

machine learning methods to aid in the acceptance of OCT as a secondary modality for 

DR screening and treatment to improve patient outcomes. First, an increase in FOV 

reduces the axial resolution. Lower axial resolution was simulated, and a super-

resolution generative adversarial network successfully reconstructed lost features. Next, 

lower lateral resolution was simulated, and the results suggest OCT en face scans may 

be acquired with 3× fewer lateral scans without affecting a neural network’s 

classification. Finally, machine learning was employed to provide clinicians with an 

automated classification of DR severity, and federated learning was leveraged to train a 

more generalizable neural network.  

Keywords:  machine learning; retina; optical coherence tomography; diabetic 

retinopathy; super-resolution; classification; federated learning 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a complication of diabetes, and may lead to 

blindness if left untreated [1]. The excess glucose in the blood damages the 

microvasculature and causes the blood vessels to leak fluid. DR is prevalent in Canada 

and is projected to affect 191 million people worldwide by 2030 [2], [3]. The projected 

increase in prevalence of DR is accompanied by an expected increase in workload for 

ophthalmologists. Due to this projected increase in prevalence and workload, there is a 

surge of research exploring tools to aid a clinician with their decision-making to treat 

patients more efficiently and effectively. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a 

modality that acquires cross-sectional information and is used in the management of 

many retinal diseases. Another technique that researchers leverage to manage retinal 

diseases is machine learning. Machine learning aids researchers by providing consistent 

and efficient inferences for a more accurate diagnosis and treatment [4], [5]. An 

autonomous DR diagnostic system has relatively recently been FDA-approved to detect 

DR [6]. This ground-breaking automated diagnostic system allows for consistent and 

efficient diagnoses and highlights the potential role of machine learning in healthcare. 

OCT allows for the high-resolution visualization of the microvasculature and is 

the gold standard for many retinal diseases. The cross-sectional information captured by 

OCT and OCT-Angiography (OCTA) may benefit DR management if used as a 

secondary modality since the depth dimension allows for the detection of hallmarks of 

DR such as retinal thinning, retinal layer abnormalities, regions of non-perfusion, foveal 

avascular zone (FAZ) morphology, and microaneurysms [7]. However, this modality is 

not widely accepted for DR management due to the limited field of view (FOV). Changes 

to the capillary network outside the parafovea have been found to contain features 

indicative of early diabetes [8], [9]. The limited FOV of OCT and OCTA does not allow for 

a comprehensive screening for this disease. Hence, there is a need to increase the FOV 

and to better manage patients with DR, and this thesis presents machine learning 

techniques to support the hardware improvements to capture more of the retina and 

perform automatic classification.  
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Machine learning is a technique capable of modelling data and performing 

inference without explicit instructions. It is especially useful in applications with high-

quality and abundant datasets. This learning-based solution is more efficient and ideal 

for tasks with many examples. By increasing the sample size, the tendency for bias is 

reduced. Researchers have continued to explore machine learning algorithms for 

healthcare applications to alleviate time-consuming and menial tasks such as feature 

labelling [10]. Some techniques have been leveraged to provide an efficient and 

automated alternative to a specialist manually highlighting and segmenting features of 

interest. More novel applications also include the use of machine learning to explore 

biomarkers of interest that is undetectable to the human eye. Leveraging machine 

learning to aid in clinical decision making may increase the efficiency and effectiveness 

of treatment, and therefore, improve patient outcomes.  

This forward-looking thesis presents machine learning techniques that support 

the transition of hardware towards imaging a wider FOV and also for automated 

classification. The effect of FOV is explored by simulating reduced axial resolution and 

lateral sampling rates to: (1) reconstruct lost features and (2) explore the relationship 

between image resolution and classification performance. The focus then shifts to 

investigating federated learning to increase the robustness of our neural networks to 

push towards automated tools to aid ophthalmologists in their retinal disease 

management. 

1.2. Contributions  

This work is an extension of my undergraduate thesis where I extracted 

parametric biomarkers of DR from OCT and OCTA en face images and developed a 

feature-based neural network. The neural network was trained on FAZ and vascular 

features. This was compared to a feature-agnostic image-based approach that utilized a 

simple VGG-16 neural network initialized with ImageNet weights. My undergraduate 

research was motivated by the goal of leveraging machine learning to categorize the 

severity of DR on OCT scans. While that general overarching goal remains, my graduate 

research has evolved into pushing toward a wider acceptance of deep learning tools and 

OCT/OCTA to aid clinicians with their management of patients with DR. This thesis 

summarizes my work, and my research has revolved around three major contributions: 
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1. Developed a super-resolution generative adversarial network (SRGAN) to 

support the OCT-engine hardware changes to enable faster sampling rages and 

hence enabling more of the retina to be imaged, 

2. Explored the effects of lateral sampling rate towards machine learning 

classification of DR, 

3. Leveraged federated learning to improve the robustness of a neural network’s 

classification of DR. 

The Biomedical Optics Research Group has published results regarding improving 

the performance of a neural network for DR classification of OCT images through 

ensemble learning [11]. My work originated from leveraging a neural network for DR 

classification, but has branched off towards another direction. Rather than investigating 

the peak performance with existing images (and their limitations), I investigated the 

acquisition system and explored methods of supporting the transition to hardware 

improvements to acquire more of the retina. I designed an SRGAN to reconstruct 

features lost from a narrower spectral bandwidth; a this is often a result of higher 

acquisition rates that are used for imaging over a wider FOV. I compared a traditionally 

trained network with transfer learning using a natural image (flower) database. My 

findings resulted in a podium presentation and a conference proceeding [A1]. Aside from 

feature reconstruction, it was important to investigate the effect of the lateral sampling 

rate and how sparsely an OCT acquisition system could sample without significantly 

impacting the information in the images. A first-author publication summarized the 

potential for reducing the sampling rate to allow for an increase in the FOV [A2]. Both 

studies have been conducted to support the required increase in the FOV toward the 

acceptance of OCT as a secondary modality for DR management.  

Since OCT is not the gold standard for DR severity diagnosis, the datasets we 

utilized were relatively small as this is a niche topic. Therefore, the bias of these models 

was relatively significant, and the trained models were required to be more generalizable 

towards unseen data. A custom federated learning framework that was initially 

developed by Mr. Julian Lo was leveraged to collaborate with other institutions with this 

niche dataset without sharing sensitive image data. This expedited the ethics protocol 

acceptance and ensured the safety of patient information. The framework was initially 

developed for microvasculature segmentation, and I adapted it for classification. I 
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spearheaded a real-world collaborative study between Dr. Yali Jia from the Oregon 

Health hand Science University, Dr. Aaron Lee from the University of Washington, and 

Dr. Carol Cheung from the Chinese University of Hong Kong to train a neural network for 

referable DR (rDR). The results were presented at the Gained in Translation 2020 

conference, ARVO 2021, and led to a co-first-authored publication [A3]. 

The body of work done during my graduate career consists of two first-authored 

journal publications, one additional publication under review, and two ongoing projects 

that are expected to result in journal publications. Throughout my graduate studies, I 

have given five podium presentations at international conferences. All peer-reviewed 

journal publications and conference proceedings in which I am an author are listed in 

Appendix 1. This body of work is representative of my contributions towards the 

acceptance of machine learning and OCT for ophthalmic applications. 

1.3. Thesis Organization  

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 

presents relevant background information including DR, machine learning, and the 

anatomy of the eye. Chapters 3 and 4 explore machine learning techniques to support 

the trend of hardware towards imaging more of the retina. Chapter 3 outlines the results 

of a study that explores the capability of a learning-based reconstruction of lost features 

due to reduced axial resolution. Successful reconstruction of lost features and 

sharpening the axial resolution implies the ability to image more of the retina and 

reconstruct the lost features through learning-based post-processing. Chapter 4 outlines 

the investigation into the effect of lateral sampling resolution of OCT acquisition towards 

learning-based classification. Reduced lateral resolution is a result of sampling more 

sparsely and the pixels can be reallocated to capture more of the retina. Thus, this 

relationship between lateral sampling rate and classification performance of the 

OCT/OCTA en face images is beneficial to understanding the limit of reducing the 

sampling resolution while maintaining high clinical utility. Chapter 5 outlines the design 

and use of a custom federated learning framework in a real-world study with 

international collaborators to develop a more robust neural network for DR classification 

of OCT images. This chapter pushes for the improvement in the generalizability of neural 

networks to ultimately support the acceptance of machine learning algorithms as robust 
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and efficient decision-making tools. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary of 

the presented work and the future role of machine learning for retinal disease 

management.  
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Chapter 2. Background 

2.1. Eye Anatomy 

The human eye is the organ responsible for vision and a sketch of the structure 

of the eye is shown in Figure 2.1. In this thesis, we primarily focus on the retina which is 

the inner structure of the eye that captures and processes the incoming light. The fovea 

is a small (0.35 mm in diameter) depression in the macula where eyesight is the 

sharpest [12], [13]. A 6 mm circular region centered at the fovea is called the macula and 

is called the central retina [13].  

 

Figure 2.1. Anatomy and Physiology of the Human Eye  

The retina is approximately 0.5 mm thick and is comprised of three layers of 

nerve cell bodies and two plexiform layers of synapses [13], [14]. Ganglion cells are the 

output neurons of the retina and are part of the layers anterior to the eye (or closer to the 

lens). The photosensors (rods and cones) are more posterior (towards the optic nerve) 

and convert photons into a phototransduction signal. The complex weaving of these cells 

processes and transmits information along the optic nerve to the brain and has been 

sectioned into retinal layers shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Layers of the Retina. ILM = Internal Limiting Membrane; NFL = Nerve 
Fiber Layer; GCL = Ganglion Cell Layer; IPL = Inner Plexiform Layer; 
INL = Inner Nuclear Layer; OPL = Outer Plexiform Layer; ONL = 
Outer Nuclear Layer; ELM = External Limiting Membrane; IS/OS = 
Inner and Outer Segment; RPE = Retinal Pigment Epithelium. 

Maintaining a constant supply of blood flow is essential to the health of the retina 

and the complex web of blood vessels and capillaries is called the microvasculature. The 

interconnected microvasculature is difficult to delineate into sections, but it is commonly 

separated into a superficial and deep vascular complex (SVC and DVC, respectively) 

[15]. The SVC is nourished by the vasculature primarily in the ganglion cell layer and the 

intermediate and deep capillary plexuses (ICP and DCP, respectively) are supplied by 

vertical vessels running from the SVC. Current nomenclature defines the DVC as a 

culmination of the ICP and the DCP [15]. When there is a change to perfusion in this 

microvasculature that runs across and between the different plexuses, regions may be 

nonperfused and cause cells to die resulting in compromised visual acuity.  

2.1.1. Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) 

Diabetes is a disease that alters the regulation of blood glucose levels. DR is a 

complication of diabetes that is caused by the excess glucose levels in the blood that 

over time deteriorates the retina and causes the blood vessels to leak fluid. The blood 

vessels are unable to maintain the constant exchange of nutrients, oxygen, waste, and 
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metabolites to regions of the retina and if left untreated, new blood vessels will 

proliferate to allow for this exchange [14]. These new vessels are weaker and more 

susceptible to leaking and cause a feedback cycle that may lead to blindness. 

2.2. Retinal Imaging Modalities 

Fluorescein angiography (FA) and fundus photography are the current cold 

standard modalities used to screen for DR among other retinal diseases. Fundus 

photography non-invasively captures key biomarkers of DR such as microaneurysms, 

venous beading, neovascularization to name a few [7]. FA is a technique that uses 

injected dye to highlight the blood flow and is paired with fundus photography to detect 

regions of non-perfusion and vascular leakage [7]. However, both modalities lack depth 

information and limit a retinal specialist’s understanding of the eye’s retinal layer health. 

2.2.1. Optical Coherence Tomography 

OCT is analogous to ultrasound except it leverages light instead of sound. OCT 

captures volumetric data, and the cross-sectional high-resolution images allow for the 

quantification of retinal layer health. This volumetric modality screens for retinal thinning, 

disorganized retinal inner layers (DRIL), and epiretinal membrane which are key findings 

in DR [7].  

2.2.2. Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography 

OCTA is an extension of OCT derived from the variation of the backscattered 

OCT signal intensity or amplitude between consecutive acquisitions [16], [17]. OCTA 

leverages contrast motion to visualize blood flow [18]. The light reflecting off moving 

blood is dynamic compared to the stagnant reflective properties of relatively stationary 

cells [7]. This modality non-invasively visualizes the microvasculature and blood flow and 

captures features highlighted by the dye in FA such as microaneurysms and regions of 

non-perfusion [7]. Additionally, the high-resolution OCTA images capture the foveal 

avascular zone and abnormal vascular loops.  
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2.3. Machine Learning Techniques 

The traditional method of modelling data and predicting trends is to hand-craft 

solutions which is often difficult as real-world problems are complex and have many 

variables. Thus, machine learning is leveraged as a smart and automated method of 

optimizing an algorithm. There are three main types of machine learning: supervised 

learning, reinforcement learning, and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning is 

where both data and labels (ground truth predictions) are available for training. 

Reinforcement learning exists when there is a reward and information about the 

outcomes of outputs but does not require explicit labelling – this is also commonly 

referred to as semi-supervised learning. Lastly, unsupervised learning allows the 

algorithm to explore data based on similarities without explicitly specifying desired 

outcomes. K-means clustering is an example of unsupervised learning that leverages 

centroids and the distance between points to the centroids.  

These machine learning algorithms address three major challenges: 

classification, regression, and structured output. Classification problems require the input 

data to be categorized into discrete outputs. Regression problems have continuous 

outputs. Structured output problems require a transformation of structured data (i.e., low 

resolution to high resolution). 

2.3.1. Neural Network  

Neural networks (models) allow for a learning-based solution that arose from the 

biomimicry of brains. In a brain, input signals received at dendrites through summation 

may trigger the neuron to depolarize and fire an action potential upon exceeding the 

threshold. To mirror the communication in the network of neurons of a brain, machine 

learning consists of layers of nodes acting as neurons that fire using weighted 

summation and activation thresholds. Neural networks are tuned through iterative 

training to model the weighted connections based on the dataset. 

Models are non-linear functions of the inputs created by at least a layer of 

weighted connections between the input and output, as shown in Figure 2.3. Each node 

is connected to the incoming layer of nodes with different biases and weights. These 

connections are summed and passed through an activation function. Activation functions 
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are essential as they provide the non-linearity to each node and allow neural networks to 

model non-linear problems. Some important activation functions include sigmoidal, 

Softmax, rectified linear unit (ReLU), and hyperbolic tangent. The outputs of these 

activation functions are fed into the next layer of nodes where the process is repeated.  

 

Figure 2.3. Signals Passing through a Neural Network Node 

 Fully connected (dense) layers have all combinations of connections between 

adjacent layers. This is computationally expensive as the weights and biases all have to 

be adjusted. Fully connected layers are generally unnecessary in image data and as the 

distance between pixels increases, the correlation often decreases. Thus, convolutional 

layers decrease the number of connections between neurons and are utilized to reduce 

the number of parameters to optimize in the neural network [19]. Convolutional layers 

reduce the receptive field and leverage filters to take maintain the spatial relationship 

between data points (pixels). They allow for an easier method of detecting low-level 

features.  

Theoretically, one layer of neurons between the input and output layers is 

sufficient to model all non-linear problems. However, more consecutive layers of nodes 

allow for a more efficient method of modeling complex problems. Deep neural networks 

are those with more than one layer between the input and output layer. All studies 

described in this thesis leverage deep neural networks for classification or structured 

output problems. 
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2.3.2. Classifier 

A classifier can be understood as a two-step neural network where the first 

combination of layers is utilized to extract features (feature extractor) and the second 

combination takes the outputs of the extracted features to perform the final discrete 

categorization (classifier). Generally, transfer learning leverages a feature extractor 

trained on another dataset to initialize the parameters and retrains the classifier. It is a 

technique that is often employed for efficient training and is particularly beneficial for 

modelling small datasets. 

2.3.3. Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) 

A GAN is a neural network framework that leverages a generator and a 

discriminator. The generator attempts to create outputs similar to a given ground truth. 

The discriminator is tasked with identifying the ground truth from generated images. This 

zero-sum contest improves both neural networks and they indirectly dynamically adjust 

and improve each other. In image-based GANs, the classifier is traditionally a model 

comprised of dense or convolutional layers. Some techniques are leveraged to provide a 

more stochastic nature to the training process since the early generated images are 

easily distinguishable and may cause the discriminator to overfit. These techniques 

include soft labels, instance noise, and leaky ReLU layers. They will be discussed in 

further detail in Chapter 3.  

2.3.4. Federated Learning 

Clinical data often contains sensitive patient information and there are many 

hindrances to collaboratively pooling data. In niche clinical problems such as rare 

diseases, the lack of data (small data set) is a major limitation. This is evident for OCT 

data since it is a relatively new imaging modality. The Biomedical Optics Research 

Group has developed a custom federated learning framework to facilitate collaboration. 

Federated learning overcomes barriers to data by sharing the models and parameters 

throughout neural network training to benefit from a wider range of data. Our 

implementation of this framework will be presented in Chapter 5.  
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2.3.5. Summary 

The retina is a layer lining the back of the eye responsible for vision and relies on 

a constant supply of oxygen, nutrition, and metabolites through the microvasculature. 

The microvasculature runs along and across the different retinal complexes. DR is a 

disease that if left untreated could lead to blindness. Therefore, early detection of 

deteriorating retinal vascular health is essential to managing patients with diabetes to 

prevent vascular deterioration and vision loss. 

Machine learning applications tackle the two barriers to the acceptance of OCT 

for DR management. The next two chapters will present forward-looking machine 

learning applications to aid the hardware changes for a wider FOV acquisitions. Chapter 

5 will explore methods of improving the generalizability of neural networks, through 

federated learning, to build the case for the acceptance of machine learning 

classification tools.  
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Chapter 3. Spectral Bandwidth Recovery of Optical 
Coherence Tomography Images using Deep Learning 

3.1. Abstract  

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive imaging modality utilized 

by ophthalmologists to acquire volumetric data to characterize the retina, the light-

sensitive tissue at the back of the eye. OCT captures cross-sectional data and is used 

for the screening, monitoring, and treatment planning of retinal diseases. Technological 

developments to increase the speed of acquisition often results in systems with narrower 

spectral bandwidth, and hence a lower axial resolution. 

Traditionally, image-processing-based techniques have been utilized to 

reconstruct subsampled OCT data and more recently, deep-learning-based methods 

have been explored. In this study, we simulate reduced axial scan (A-scan) resolution by 

Gaussian windowing in the spectral domain and investigate the use of a learning-based 

approach for image feature reconstruction. Our experiment is limited by the size of our 

current dataset, and we leverage techniques like transfer learning from large natural 

image databases and image augmentation in our implementation. In anticipation of the 

reduced resolution that accompanies wide-field OCT systems, we attempt to reconstruct 

lost features using a pixel-to-pixel approach with an altered super-resolution generative 

adversarial network (SRGAN) architecture. Similar techniques have been used to 

upscale images of lower image size and resolution in medical images like radiographs. 

We build upon super-resolution techniques to explore methods to better aid clinicians in 

their decision-making to improve patient outcomes.  

3.2. Introduction 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive imaging modality that 

allows for high-resolution volumetric visualization of the retina. OCT is the gold standard 

diagnostic for diseases such as age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and diabetic 

macular edema (DME), but is not a widely accepted modality for diabetic retinopathy 

(DR) diagnosis and monitoring due to the limited field of view (FOV) [7]. OCT facilitates 

the characterization of retinal thickness changes and abnormalities that are indicative of 
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DR which if integrated as a secondary diagnostic modality, may benefit the outcome of 

patients with DR. We have previously demonstrated that the vasculature outside the 

parafovea contains features indicative of early changes from DR [9]. Hence, technology 

is advancing towards wide-field OCT systems to capture more details of the retina. 

As the OCT hardware advancements move towards capturing a wider FOV on 

the retina, there is an effort to minimize motion artefacts and patient discomfort that often 

accompany the longer acquisition from an increased FOV. Increasing the speed of the 

acquisition system often results in engineering compromises that reduce the spectral 

bandwidth of the OCT system, and hence lower the axial resolution. Methods like 

montaging [20] and motion-tracking software [21] are some techniques that have been 

explored to minimize the negative implications of wide-field OCT systems. In addition, 

machine learning has been explored for feature reconstruction of OCT-angiography 

(OCTA) to improve the image quality for clinical utility [22].  

In this study, we simulate the narrower spectral bandwidth on OCT volumes and 

investigate the use of a generative adversarial network (GAN). For image-to-image 

generation, many implementations use a pixel-to-pixel (pix2pix) GAN, which has the 

encoder/decoder in the generator. We used a pix2pix approach leveraging a modified 

super-resolution GAN (SRGAN) [23] architecture to recover high-resolution features in 

the OCT B-scans. The SRGAN is comprised of a VGG-19 style discriminator and a 

generator with residual blocks and subpixel convolutional layers. We have modified the 

SRGAN architecture by deepening the discriminator and generator and removed the 

pixel up-sampling layers from the generator for our pix2pix implementation.  

We were limited by the size of our dataset and leveraged transfer learning from 

an open-source natural flower dataset [24], referencing a similar SRGAN approach used 

to upscale radiographs [25], to facilitate the convergence of our deep neural networks 

(DNNs). The flower dataset contains images with dense and well-defined edges from 

complex features of different flowers, petals, and seeds. These features exaggerate the 

blurring process and may prove useful when used as initialized weights for our OCT-

SRGAN. 

The original architecture was designed to upscale images and reconstruct 

features lost from downsizing. Rather than utilizing the OCT-SRGAN to reconstruct a 
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larger image from a resized smaller image, we investigate the use of an OCT-SRGAN to 

reconstruct reduced spectral resolution in the axial direction (A-scan blurring) through 

transfer learning and demonstrate the ability to reconstruct lost features using learning-

based approaches. Our findings suggest that DNNs may benefit clinicians if developed 

in parallel with wide-field OCT systems by reconstructing features lost due to the 

reduced narrower spectral bandwidth that often accompanies OCT systems with faster 

A-scan line rates. Our main contribution is to adapt the feature recovery using an 

SRGAN for the super-resolution of OCT B-scans. We present our preliminary results 

while we continue to develop our OCT-SRGAN and will branch into alternative learning-

based methods like feature pyramid networks. This experiment was done in a two-step 

approach as described in Figure 3.1: (1) preliminary dataset consisting of 16 eyes to 

understand the impact of transfer learning; (2) utilize the full dataset of 35 eyes to 

compare the performance of reconstruction in the spatial versus spectral domain. 

 

Figure 3.1. Parallel schematics comparing the spatial and spectral super-
resolution GAN processing pipeline. 
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3.3. Methods 

3.3.1. OCT dataset and preparation 

This study included 35 eyes (including pathological) 27 unique patients, each 

imaged on a ~2x2mm FOV centered on the fovea using a 1060nm swept source OCT 

prototype adaptive optics system. We utilized B-scans that visualize the retinal cross-

section. An initial subset of this dataset consisted of 16 eyes was initially used to validate 

transfer learning from natural images. Each B-scan was cropped from 1024x400 to 

240x400 (axial x lateral position) for the preliminary experiment and were cropped to 

470x400 and processed as strips of 20 A-scans for the spatial domain portion of the 

second experiment. The image dimensions for the spectral domain GAN were 

unchanged before evaluation. The full dataset of 35 eyes consisted of 14,000 B-scan 

samples or 5,600,000 independent A-scan samples. The dataset was split into 60%, 

20%, 20% for training, validation, and testing, respectively. 21 eyes were used for 

training (8,400 B-scans or 3,360,000 A-scans), 7 eyes for validation (2,800 B-scans or 

1,120,000 A-scans), and 7 eyes (2,800 B-scans or 1,120,000 A-scans) were allocated 

for testing. Adjacent B-scans contain similar information. Thus, every 8 B-scan was used 

to allow enough spacing between acquisitions to minimize the chance of overfitting to 

repeating consecutive scans. The images were shuffled within the training set prior to 

training. Special attention was made to ensure that eyes from the same patient was 

used for either training, validation, or testing. Since the flower images were 3-channel 

RGB images, when training the neural networks on the flower images, we selected the 

first channel to form a 1-channel input to replicate the domain of OCT images.  

The axial resolution in OCT images is related to the spectral characteristics of the 

light source. A commonly used expression for the axial resolution is the coherence 

length, lc, given by , where  is the central wavelength, and  is the spectral 

bandwidth. By using our swept source OCT prototype system, we had access to data in 

the wavelength domain and performed Gaussian windowing on the spectrum and hence 

reduced the axial resolution. We utilized the MATLAB function gausswin with α = 8, 

chosen based on earlier trials of training and the appearance of the OCT B-scan image 

output, where the coefficients of a gaussian window (w) are as described in 

https://www.mathworks.com/help/signal/ref/gausswin.html. This gaussian windowing 
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mask was element-wise multiplied with the spectral domain OCT data, as shown in 

Figure 3.2. 

 
Figure 3.2. Windowing process of our OCT data in the spectral domain (A). A 

gaussian windowing mask (B) is used to reduce the axial resolution 
with α = 4 to generate spectral domain gaussian windowed data (C). 

3.3.2. Flower Dataset and Preparation 

We used an open-sourced flower dataset compiled by the team at TensorFlow 

[24] to initialize the weights of our OCT-SRGAN. The flower dataset is comprised of 

3,670 flower images. The black borders surrounding the floral images were removed and 

the images were reshaped to 240x400 and randomly shuffled before being allocated for 

training (3303) and testing (367). 

The artefacts introduced to the flower dataset should mimic the appearance of 

the reduced axial resolution OCT B-scans. Hence, we generated the low-resolution 

images by convolving the original high-resolution (HR) inputs with a 1xn mean filter to 

smoothen each pixel vertically with n values of 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 pixels, as shown in 

Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. Graphical representation of the windowing process of high-

resolution flower images (A) using a vertical 1xn, in this case n=11, 
mean filter (B) to generate mono-directional (vertical) smoothened 
images (C). 

3.3.3. Data Augmentation and GAN Training Techniques 

In reconstructing in the spatial domain, the ImgAug library was used to increase 

the generalizability and effective dataset size through horizontal and vertical flips. Since 

the data experienced smoothening in A-scans (vertical direction) only, rotations were not 

considered. Additionally, random noise was not introduced through augmentation to not 

interfere with the reconstruction of the speckle pattern in OCT B-scans.  

In both domains, the data was augmented during preprocessing and the did not 

undergo further augmentations during training. These augmentations performed on the 

spectral domain fringe data included a random center and width of the Gaussian 

windowing filter, as demonstrated in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4. An illustration of the random augmentations performed during the 
preprocessing of the spectral domain fringe data: (A & C) original 
Gaussian windowed fringe data; (B) center-shifted; (D) center-
shifted and widened.  

We refer to the Literature [26]–[30] for neural network training procedures to 

improve our GAN framework and encourage convergence. Soft labels are used in 

classification neural networks to decrease the error rate and have been adapted to the 

adversarial component of a GAN [26]–[28]. Instance noise is a technique where the 

discriminator’s training labels are randomly flipped [29], [30]. Both techniques were 

implemented to improve the stability of GAN training by reducing the ambiguity between 

the generated and ground truth samples which promotes training convergence. We 

implemented soft labelling by randomly distributing real labels between (0-0.1) and 

generated labels from (0.9-1). In addition, instance noise was introduced by randomly, 

with a 5 percent chance, providing the discriminator with an incorrect label. The 

discriminator was trained on an entire batch of the real ground truth data and followed by 

a batch of the generated data. This minibatch feature approach allowed the discriminator 

to compare an example of a minibatch of generated samples to the real samples and 

allowed the discriminator to detect similarities across the minibatches [26], [31]. 
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3.3.4. Neural Network 

In the preliminary step, we propose slight alterations to the SRGAN. The 4x 

SRGAN proposed in the Literature [23] upscales the smaller image to a 4x larger image 

through two subpixel convolutional layers (PixelShuffler x2). Our implementation of the 

SRGAN removes the subpixel resolution layers and instead, utilizes the SRGAN 

architecture for a pix2pix application, as shown in Figure 3.5. 

 
Figure 3.5.  Super-resolution Generative Adversarial Network (SRGAN) 

architecture. Architecture (A) is the discriminator based off VGG 
networks and architecture (B) is the generator comprised of residual 
of blocks. The loss functions are the discriminator ground truth 
(lGT) and generated image (lGenerated) binary cross entropy loss 
and generated/ground truth mean squared error (lMSE). 

Compared to the SRGAN [23], we used a deeper discriminator and generator 

because deeper networks have been shown to yield better results with the tradeoff of 

being more difficult to train [32]. The discriminator consisted of convolutional blocks that 

contain 2D convolutional layers that utilizes more filters in deeper layers followed by 

batch normalization and a Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (LeakyReLU). Batch normalization 

has been found to improve the optimization of GANs [26], [33] and LeakyReLU has been 

found to generate better results, especially for higher resolution implementations [33]. In 

the generator, we used a parametric ReLU which is a LeakyReLU with a learnable 

negative slope along with batch normalization and skip connections through element-
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wise addition to form a residual block. Skip connections allow the network to pass 

forward simple features that may be difficult to learn through convolutional filters [23], 

[34].  

In the second step of the study comparing super-resolution in the spatial versus 

spectral domain, all the components within the neural network including convolutional 

filters, pooling filters, among others, utilized vertical 1-D filters. This ensured that the 

neural network would explicitly process the A-scans independently. The method of 

Gaussian windowing was only performed on A-scans, and each was independent from 

the others. 

The spectral domain reconstruction processed of images with relevant 

information near the center of the B-scan with Gaussian-distributed diminishing intensity 

towards the end of the image. The generator was updated to account for the distance 

between pixels using dilation rates in the convolutional layer, which increase the spacing 

of the convolutional filters. Referencing the published ResUnet-a architecture [35], a 

wide range of dilation rates were leveraged in parallel where each block of batch 

normalization and activation layers were followed by a 1D convolutional layer with 

different dilation rates. Upwards of 8 parallel blocks were leveraged, each with different 

dilation rates, to allow the neural network to explore the relationship between pixels that 

were higher in distance. The parallel convolutional blocks with different dilation rates are 

combined through addition with an identity function through skip connections. Figure 3.6 

graphically outlines the different building blocks used including the application of dilation 

rates in parallel to construct the ResUNet-a generator, as shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.6.  ResUNet-a building blocks as described [35]. 

 

Figure 3.7.  ResUNet-a architecture used for reconstructing in the spectral 
domain. 
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3.3.5. Experimental Settings 

DNN training for both experiments were implemented in a similar manner. The 

optimizer used was Adam with β1 = 0.5. The optimal learning rate was found through 

quick training sessions with different learning rate schedules. For all experiments, the 

optimal initial learning rates of 1x10-4 were used in both the discriminator and generator. 

For the preliminary experiment, the SRGAN was trained for 200 epochs with a batch 

size of 32. The second experiment was performed on images of size 1024x400 and was 

trained on 100 epochs with a batch size of 10. The SRGAN was trained and evaluated 

within 24 hours and 52 hours for the preliminary experiment and second experiment, 

respectively.  

The content loss (lMSE) was calculated through pixel-wise mean squared error 

(MSE). The discriminator was trained separately on minibatches of ground truth and 

generated images and resulted in two binary cross-entropy losses (lGT, lgenerated) 

which refers to the generator’s ability to fool the discriminator. Models that improved with 

a lower generator lMSE loss, higher discriminator lGT, or higher lgenerated loss, were 

saved.  

The preliminary experiment leveraged the SRGAN trained on the natural flower 

dataset that was used to initialize the weights for OCT B-scan training; all the neural 

network parameters were trainable.  

All DNNs were developed and evaluated in TensorFlow and the Keras API using 

Python 3.6.3 on Canadian supercomputer “Cedar” nodes powered by the NVIDIA Tesla 

V100-SXM2 GPU and 32GB RAM.  

3.3.6. Evaluation 

The evaluation of GANs is often qualitative as there are minor artefacts that may 

drastically impact evaluation metrics like MSE, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and 

structural similarity (SSIM) [36] among others. For example, in our implementation of 

reconstructing features, we may weigh the exact intensity of an image less than the 

sharpness of an OCT layer boundary and some evaluation metrics may weigh according 

to the neural network’s function. Hence, one approach is to enlist human annotators to 
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grade the performance of the GAN, also called the mean opinion score (MOS), based on 

the function and objective of the study [25], [26]. 

To improve the qualitative evaluation of the generated outputs, we cropped 

regions of the images near the retinal layers and enlarged the image using nearest-

neighbour interpolation to preserve the pixel resolution and qualitatively compared to the 

ground truth and windowed/mean filtered images to better visualize and compare 

features. The models were quantitatively evaluated using MSE, PSNR, and SSIM across 

the entire test set for the entire image of the preliminary experiment. RMSE and SSIM 

were leveraged to evaluate the experiment on the full dataset. 

3.4. Results – Preliminary Transfer Learning 

A range of filter sizes (1x3, 1x5, 1x7, 1x11) was utilized to introduce vertical 

blurring to the flower neural network. The SRGAN trained on the 1x11 smoothened 

flower images yielded the best results when used as initialized weights for OCT B-scans. 

Therefore, in the transfer learning experiment, the neural network was initialized on the 

1x11 smoothened flower image.  

3.4.1. Qualitative Evaluation 

Our direct implementation of the OCT-SRGAN to reconstruct high-axial-

resolution from low-axial-resolution B-scans successfully sharpened the features of the 

OCT image. As shown in Figure 3.8 (A - C), the same region is cropped and enlarged 

using nearest-neighbour interpolation for qualitative evaluation.  

 The results of our flower SRGAN and the performance of reconstructing vertical 

smoothening using a 1x11 mean filter, as shown in Figure 3.9, shows promising utility in 

recovering features lost from smoothening.  
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Figure 3.8.  Results of SRGAN for OCT B-scan images. Samples from the 
generated images from the test set. Comparison between (A) 
windowed, (B) ground truth, and (C) generated B-scans without 
transfer learning, and (D) generated B-scans with transfer learning.  

 

Figure 3.9.  Flower SRGAN comparison between (A) 1x11 mean filtered, (B) 
ground truth, and (C) generated images from the test set.  

3.4.2. Quantitative Evaluation 

The whole OCT B-scan image was evaluated for similarities across the test set 

post-contrast adjustment between the generated and ground truth image using MSE and 

SSIM, as shown in Table 3.1. This was compared to the baseline comparison of the 

Gaussian windowed/vertically smoothened and ground truth images.  
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While it is difficult to quantitatively evaluate the performance of a generated 

output as the function or goal is often subjective, by standardizing the image and 

enhancing the contrast of all images using the same pipeline, the issues of differences in 

intensities were minimized. By doing so, we effectively catered our metrics to weigh the 

features more heavily than the absolute intensity. Table 3.1 shows that across the 

evaluation metrics, the generated B-scans more resembled the original high-resolution 

B-scans. 

Table 3.1. Quantitative evaluation of the generated images (GEN) comparing 
the OCT-only with the natural images transfer learning approach. 
Mean values are shown with standard deviation in parentheses. This 
portion of the experiment was performed on a subset (16 eyes) of 
the entire dataset (35 eyes). 

 
a. Best value between generated and windowed for the specific test is bolded. 

b. Mean squared error (MSE) and structural similarity (SSIM). 
c. Ground truth (GT) 

3.5. Results – Reconstruction in the Spatial Versus Spectral 
Domain 

The method of preprocessing significantly affected the comparison between the 

training on the preliminary dataset compared to the full dataset since a different cropping 

algorithm was utilize. This section leverages the entire 1024x400 B-scan; conversely, 

the preliminary experiment cropped the images into 470x400 B-scans. However, within 

this experiment, the method of evaluation was consistent between both the spatial and 

spectral domain with minor differences in functions used for some final processing and 

evaluation steps. 
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3.5.1. Qualitative Evaluation 

For the spatial SRGAN, the full set of 35 eyes from 27 unique patients were used 

without transfer learning and cropped regions of two scans from the test set capturing 

the retinal layers are shown in Figure 3.10.  

 

Figure 3.10.  Results of spatial SRGAN without transfer learning on the full OCT 
B-scan dataset (35 eyes). Samples from the generated images from 
the test set. Comparison between (A & D) windowed, (B & E) ground 
truth, and (C & F) generated B-scans. The red circles highlight a 
region of interest. 

The full dataset reconstructed from the spectral domain was used to train a 

model and a cropped region of an eye from the test set is shown in Figure 3.11. Another 

example from the test set can be seen in the Figure 3.12. The data is independent 
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across A-scans and should be further explored as so. Figure 3.13 graphically compares 

the intensity of the fringe data.  

 

Figure 3.11.  Results of the spectral SRGAN trained on the spectral fringes of 
OCT B-scan images on the full dataset (35 eyes). Samples from the 
generated images from the test set. Comparison between (A) 
windowed fringe data, (B) ground truth fringe data, (C) generated 
fringe data, (D) windowed spatial domain data, (E) spatial domain 
data which is Fourier-transformed from the ground truth spectral 
data, and (F) spatial domain data which is Fourier-transformed from 
the generated spectral data.  
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Figure 3.12.  Potential failure case of the SRGAN trained on the spectral fringes 
of OCT B-scan images on the full dataset (35 eyes). Samples from 
the generated images from the test set. Comparison between (A) 
windowed fringe data, (B) ground truth fringe data, (C) generated 
fringe data, (D) windowed spatial domain data, (E) ground truth 
spatial domain data, (F) generated spatial domain data, (G) cropped 
windowed, (H) cropped ground truth, and (I) cropped generated.  
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Figure 3.13.  Results of SRGAN trained on the spectral fringes of OCT B-scan 
images on the full dataset (35 eyes). Samples from the generated 
images from the test set. The generated A-scans, in yellow, are 
compared to the ground truth (GT) in orange and windowed fringe in 
blue. (A) presents the B-scan and the A-scan of interested 
highlighted by the red arrows. (B) shows the full A-scan in the 
spectral domain. (C) examines the top half of the image to provide 
understanding on the generator’s performance nearing the edge of 
the fringes (normally represent high-frequency signal and spectral 
noise). (D) examines the central 300 pixels. 
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3.5.2. Quantitative Evaluation 

This experiment was performed on the entire dataset and was more 

comprehensive in the evaluation than the preliminary study. The spatial versus spectral 

reconstruction was evaluated for PSNR and the MSE was normalized, and square 

rooted to provide a more standardized range to compare models with different scales. 

Table 3.2 quantitatively compares the performance of the reconstruction in the spectral 

against the spatial domain.  

Table 3.2. Quantitative evaluation of the generative adversarial network (GAN) 
images comparing reconstructing in the spectral domain versus in 
the spatial domain. The spectral domain images were transformed to 
the spatial domain before the evaluation. Mean values are shown 
with standard deviation in parentheses.  

 
d. Best value between generated and windowed for the specific test is bolded. 

e. Normalized Root Mean squared error (NRMSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and structural similarity (SSIM). 
f. Ground truth (GT) 

3.6. Discussion 

As OCT hardware moves towards capturing larger field of view including more 

peripheral parts of the retina, the axial resolution may be compromised to minimize the 

increase in acquisition time for patient comfort and reduced motion artefacts. The 

resulting reduced bandwidth in the spectral domain hinders the micrometer-resolution 

which is one of the benefits of utilizing this modality. This study simulates the reduced 

axial resolution and aims to reconstruct lost features. The contributions of this study are 

as follows: (1) the effect of transfer learning from a natural dataset for initializing the 

OCT-SRGAN; and (2) the comparison between reconstructing in the spectral versus 

spatial domain. 
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Published studies have investigated the use of an SRGAN on OCT data. GANs 

have been leveraged for super-resolution through reconstructing features lost through 

downsampling in the spatial domain [37], speckle removal [38]–[40], domain adaptation 

[41], [42], and synthesizing retinal diseases [43] or other imaging modalities [44] among 

other applications. Recently, groups have begun utilizing GANs for super-resolution. 

They have simulated low axial resolution OCT data by windowing in the spectral domain 

and reconstructed in the spatial domain [45]–[48]. To the best of our knowledge, this 

study is the first to leverage a GAN to reconstruct a simulated reduced spectral 

bandwidth in the spectral domain for ophthalmic OCT data. 

The preliminary step of this experiment was performed to understand the effect 

of transfer learning on a GAN-based reconstruction of OCT data. As shown in Figure 

3.8, the SRGAN leveraging the pre-trained weights on the flower dataset successfully 

reconstructed the OCT data. The features were sharpened especially in the speckle 

texture of the retinal layers. However, when compared to the evident effect of the GAN 

on reconstructing the smoothened features on the flower dataset, the effect is minor 

(comparing Figure 3.8 C and D). The quantitative evaluation mirrored this sentiment. . 

By leveraging transfer learning to initialize the SRGAN on natural flower images, the 

generated images are slightly better in MSE but slightly worse in SSIM than the OCT-

only approach. However, all metrics are well within one standard deviation between the 

two approaches. These results were promising and provided us the confidence to move 

forward with the entire dataset.  

As the preliminary trial progressed, different windowing alpha values were 

utilized when reducing the spectral bandwidth. The alpha value of 8 was sufficient to 

visualize the effect of reduced axial resolution. Transfer learning from the floral dataset 

was relatively successful and the flower-initialized neural network was able to slightly 

reduce training time. However, the flower dataset was convolved by a mean filter to 

simulate the effects of reduced axial resolution in the spatial OCT images. For a fair 

comparison, the spectral domain neural network must also transfer knowledge from a 

similar domain. The differences in the two approaches supported an approach without 

transfer learning. The trials that leveraged transfer learning had superior mean values of 

the evaluation metrics. However, it also resulted in a higher standard deviation for both 

MSE and SSIM. We decided to approach the second experiment without transfer 
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learning due to the lower variance of the performance and the flexibility it provided. If 

transfer learning was utilized, each alteration to the neural network would require the 

same changes to be retrained on the flower dataset. 

The floral dataset was selected as proposed in the Literature [25] for 

reconstructing reduced resolution in radiographs. The complex textures and patterns in 

the flower petals provided high contrast edges. When convolving the image with a 

vertical filter, the effect of blurring is more evident than one performed on a more 

homogenous image. Further exploration into transfer learning from a more similar 

domain, such as ultrasound, should be performed. This will allow us to understand the 

impact of transfer learning from a similar domain compared to a dataset selected to 

exaggerate the desired effect. 

The secondary experiment compared reconstruction in the spatial and spectral 

domain. Both experiments allocated the same eyes for training, validation, and testing. 

The preprocessing and evaluation were performed using the same functions. However, 

differences in rounding, saving formats, and the order of the pipeline resulted in minor 

changes to the images, as shown in Table 3.2. The column setting the baseline of 

evaluation metrics comparing the windowed and ground truth images ideally would be 

identical since the GAN has no impact on either set of images. However, the data was 

saved as an image for training at different stages in the spectral and spatial domains. 

Training also required standardization to [-1, 1] before training and [0, 1] for evaluation. 

All of the differences in the order of standardization, rounding, and processing must be 

considered when comparing the two domains. To replicate the changes that occur to the 

generated images, the GT and windowed fringes were also subject to the same 

processing pipeline. 

When evaluating the reconstruction qualitatively, both approaches were 

successful in reconstructing lost features. In the spatial domain, as shown in Figure 3.10, 

the images appear sharper in both the speckle pattern in the background and the retinal 

layers. However, slight intensity changes are visible even after intensity normalization. 

When referencing Figure 3.10 (D-F), a vertical line in the choroidal region (highlighted by 

the red circle) is approximately 3 pixels long in the ground truth image. In the 

corresponding windowed and generated images, the feature appears to be 4-5 pixels 

and 3-4 pixels long, respectively. In the spectral domain, as shown in Figure 3.11, the 
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generated fringe data (C) is capable of reconstructing features towards the tails of the 

Gaussian window. Figure 3.13 graphically shows a randomly selected A-scan 

highlighted by the arrows in (A). The zoomed-in view of the center of an edge of the A-

scan (C) and the center of the A-scan (D) confirms that the generator can reconstruct 

the features lost from Gaussian windowing. Near the center presented in (D), the 

generated signal is capable of reconstructing patterns in the ground truth. By examining 

(C), which is the top half of the signal, the signals appear to be similar up until 200 pixels 

from the center whereas the windowed signal has nearly reached zero intensity. Thus, 

we conclude that the minor signals remaining in the windowed image paired with the 

patterns found near the center of the image are sufficient for the GAN to reconstruct 

features that have been suppressed through Gaussian windowing. 

 When evaluating the mean of the metrics, shown in Table 3.2, the spatial GAN 

outperforms the spectral GAN in both NRMSE and PSNR and the spectral GAN is 

superior in SSIM. However, the trends are evident in the right column comparing the 

windowed and ground truth images. The differences between the two approaches when 

evaluating the generated images are also within one standard deviation. Thus, we 

conclude that both approaches are comparable and effective for reconstructing features 

lost from the reduced spectral bandwidth.  

The spectral domain models were optimized within 15 epochs or approximately 

100,000 training iterations. A failure case can be seen in Figure 3.14 demonstrating the 

effect of overfitting at 19 epochs. The fringe data contained cyclical vertical streaking 

patterns upon inspection and when converted into the spatial domain, regions above the 

retina were removed. Conversely, the spatial GANs were able to train up to 

approximately 80 epochs without overfitting. This issue should be further explored as it 

could be a result of the similarities between fringe data or the necessity of revising the 

learning rate scheduler.  

Another potential failure case was examined in Figure 3.12 where the fringe data 

contained vertical line artefacts. The SRGAN was still able to reconstruct the features 

despite the visually unappealing lines. Upon visual inspection, the bandwidth did not 

seem to increase as drastically as other examples. However, when we transform the 

image into the spatial domain, it is evident that the GAN was still successful in 

reconstructing the lost features. 
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Figure 3.14.  Results of an overfit SRGAN (19 epochs) trained on the spectral 
fringes of OCT B-scan images on the full dataset (35 eyes). Samples 
from the generated images from the test set. Comparison between 
(A) windowed fringe data, (B) ground truth fringe data, (C) generated 
fringe data, (D) windowed spatial domain data, (E) ground truth 
spatial domain data, and (F) generated spatial domain data.  

We are currently working on incorporating the spatial domain A-scans as part of 

the loss function in the spectral domain GAN, and vice versa. Additional future works 

include combining GANs from both domains into one processing pipeline, exploring 

transfer learning from a similar domain of data such as ultrasound or frequency signals 

from music, and investigating the use of the ResUNet-a architecture on the spatial 

domain. 

3.7. Contributions 

The spectral domain and most of the spatial domain aspect of the project from 

methods to results were conceived and designed by me, with suggestions and OCT 
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background knowledge from Dr. Marinko Sarunic and machine learning fundamentals 

from Dr. Da Ma. The data was acquired at the Eye Care Centre. All machine learning 

scripts were written by me. I have leveraged an OCT processing pipeline developed by 

Dr. Marinko Sarunic and Dr. Myeong Jin Ju to process data from the spectral to spatial 

domain.  

After the conference presentation of these methods, under my supervision, Mr. 

Jayden Cole began exploring different methods of combining the spectral domain into 

the spatial domain GAN. Mr. Jayden Cole has been involved in the re-processing of the 

windowed spectral data. However, I have developed the entire framework and most of 

the training and testing described in the methods.  
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Chapter 4. Effect of OCT and Angiography 
Sampling Rate Towards DR Severity Classification 

4.1. Abstract  

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and OCT-angiography (OCTA) may 

benefit the screening of diabetic retinopathy (DR). This study investigated the effect of 

laterally subsampling OCT/OCTA en face scans by up to a factor of 8 when using deep 

neural networks for automated referable DR classification. There was no significant 

difference in the classification performance across all evaluation metrics when 

subsampling up to a factor of 3, and only minimal differences up to a factor of 8. Our 

findings suggest that OCT/OCTA can reduce the number of samples (and hence the 

acquisition time) for a volume for a given field of view on the retina that is acquired for 

referable DR (rDR) classification. 

4.2. Introduction 

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a disease affecting the microvasculature at the back 

of the eye that can lead to vision loss [1]. Fundus photography is the current gold 

standard for the screening and treatment of DR that allows clinicians and retinal 

specialists to detect hemorrhages, microaneurysms, drusen, and hard exudates, among 

other hallmarks of DR [49]. While fundus photography can capture a wide-field image of 

the retina, it is unable to quantify the microvasculature with capillary-resolution or resolve 

depth information [7]. Hence, fundus photography is often paired with fluorescein 

angiography for the visualization of the microvasculature through invasive dye injections. 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and OCT-angiography (OCTA) allow for 

high-resolution visualization and quantification of the microvasculature noninvasively. 

OCT provides cross-sectional structural visualization of the retinal layers, which allows 

for the detection of DR biomarkers including retinal thinning and disorganized retinal 

inner layers [7], [50], [51]. OCTA visualizes the blood flow in the microvasculature and 

facilitates the detection of foveal avascular zone (FAZ) morphology, abnormal vascular 

loops, neovascularization, and regions of non-perfusion [7], [52], all of which are 

biomarkers of DR. While OCT and OCTA may provide a complementary benefit to the 
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screening protocol for DR, one drawback is the limited field of view (FOV) [7]. OCT 

acquisition can be augmented by approaches such as montaging [20] and motion 

tracking [21] to minimize motion artefacts and patient discomfort which become more 

prevalent due to a longer acquisition time. 

Deep learning has the potential to aid ophthalmologists with their decision-

making [4], [5] and has been FDA-approved for an autonomous DR diagnostic system 

[6]. Autonomous artificial intelligence (AI) can alleviate the overwhelming workload faced 

by clinicians [53], reduce financial burden, and standardize disagreements that clinicians 

face from different interpretations of the Literature [5]. Following the FDA-approved 

autonomous DR diagnostic system, other severity classification methods have been 

explored utilizing fundus photography [54]–[57] and OCT data [11], [58], [59] as well as 

automated prognostication [8], [60]. In some cases, autonomous AI was reported to 

have comparable or better accuracy than clinicians and retinal specialists [61]. 

Additionally, deep learning feature segmentation [62], [63] and OCT reconstruction [22] 

have been developed to further support clinicians with their decision-making. 

Deep learning approaches have also been investigated to improve OCT image 

quality. For example, deep learning has been presented for the denoising of OCT 

images [64], [65]. Methods of reconstructing the high capillary-level resolution of OCT 

subsampled scans using deep learning has been reported [22]. This report investigates 

if a deep neural network (DNN) may be capable of classifying retinal diseases on 

subsampled OCT en face scans from non-intuitive textures and radiomic features [66], 

bypassing the step of reconstruction. Hence, rather than utilizing a neural network to 

improve the image quality, we investigate the alternative approach of acquiring OCT 

volumes to improve the neural network classification and reconstruct OCT volumes 

using learning-based methods for the clinicians. 

Our group has previously explored real-time high-speed OCT volumetric imaging 

through compressive sampling (CS) to reduce the volume acquisition time by 

reconstructing the missing data in post-acquisition processing [67]. The CS-recovery 

approach reconstructed 65% compressed volumes with minimal image degradation 

compared to the original fully-acquired volumes [67]. Related techniques have been 

recently described using as little as 10% of the original data [68]. Since approaches such 

as the Iterative Soft-Thresholding algorithm can reconstruct subsampled OCT data, we 
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hypothesize that our learning-based algorithms can account for the missing data through 

the textures and subpixel features in the remaining pixels. DNN-based subsampled OCT 

reconstructions are being explored and are capable of reconstructing subsampled OCTA 

en face hence, supporting our hypothesis that a neural network can learn the capillary-

level high-resolution features from subsampled data [22], [69]. Thus, instead of utilizing 

these features for reconstruction, they can be extracted and used by a neural network 

for tasks such as referable DR (rDR) classification and moderate DR or worse 

classification. 

In this study, we investigate the effect of lateral subsampling by removing B-

scans from OCT and OCTA en face scans on a neural network’s classification 

performance. We build upon our previously published framework for an automated rDR 

classification tool using OCT and OCTA [11] and explore the effect of reduced lateral 

sampling rate by subsampling (decreasing the B-scan density) the original images by 

factors of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8. We investigate this relationship between lateral sampling rate 

and a neural network’s performance to evaluate the amount of data we can reallocate to 

image the capillary network outside the parafovea in the temporal and nasal regions, 

which have been found to contain features indicative of early diabetes [8], [9]. The DNN 

performance is compared across all subsampling factors both qualitatively, through 

attention maps, and quantitatively using evaluation metrics found in the Literature. 

4.3. Methods 

4.3.1. Dataset and Subsampling Protocol 

In this study, 374 eyes from 237 unique patients (with or without diabetes) were 

recruited and imaged at the Eye Care Center of Vancouver General Hospital. The 

project protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Boards at the University of British 

Columbia and Vancouver General Hospital, and the experiment was performed in 

accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was 

obtained by all subjects. A retinal specialist evaluated each patient using a 30° macula 

cube (25 B-scans, high-speed, ART 10) acquired with Spectralis OCT (Heidelberg 

Engineering Inc., Heidelberg, Germany) to exclude macular edema [9]. This was paired 

with at least one 200° ultra-widefield image recorded with Optomap (Daytona, Optos 
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Inc., Marlborough, MA) for DR severity grading [9]. The retinal specialist graded DR 

severity based on the International Clinical Disease Severity Scale for DR [70]. The 

distribution of the data on the clinician-graded five-stage DR scale was: Normal (156), 

Mild non-proliferative DR (NPDR; 68), Moderate NPDR (27), Severe NPDR (60), and 

proliferative DR (PDR; 63). Further details regarding the acquisition protocol, ground 

truth, inclusion, and exclusion criteria are as described in our previously published study 

comparing perfusion parameters of different regions in the retina [9]. The retinal image 

data underlying the results presented in this paper are not publicly available at this time. 

Image acquisition was performed using a commercially available swept source 

OCT (Plex Elite 9000; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA) centered on the fovea. The OCT 

system defines the superficial region encompassing the inner limiting membrane (ILM) 

and the inner plexiform layer (IPL), whereas the deep region ranges from the IPL to the 

outer plexiform layer (OPL) which are all derived from the device-specific ILM, retinal 

pigment epithelium (RPE), and RPE-fit segmentations [71]. Referring to the 

nomenclature proposed in the Literature [15], the superficial and deep en face images 

best correspond to the superficial (SVC) and deep vascular complexes (DVC), 

respectively. In this study, we extracted the 3×3mm SVC and DVC images from both the 

OCT structural and OCTA volumes in their original resolution (300×300 pixels) using the 

Zeiss Macular Density v0.7.1 algorithm. 

The data used for analysis was comprised of the SVC OCTA, DVC OCTA, and 

average intensity projection (AIP) of the SVC and DVC OCT structural en face image. 

The AIP was generated through a pixel-wise mean of the OCT structural en face images 

from the two complexes. OCT structural en face images were included to capture key 

findings in DR such as microaneurysms, exudates, retinal thinning, and disorganized 

retinal inner layers [7], [50], [51] through the projection or detection of these biomarkers 

of DR. We have previously shown that neural networks trained on the OCT structural en 

face images achieved comparable performances to those trained on the OCTA en face 

images [11]. The OCT and OCTA image data were combined into a three-channel 

image, shown in Figure 4.1 as an RGB image. This combination of the data facilitated 

the use of transfer learning using ImageNet weights. The OCTA and OCT intensity en 

face from two depths were combined with the intent of capturing different biomarkers of 

DR. 
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Figure 4.1. Three-channel neural network input: (R) SVC OCTA en face image, 
(G) DVC OCTA en face image, and the (B) average intensity 
projection (AIP); the AIP was constructed by pixel-wise averaging 
the (B1) SVC and (B2) DVC OCT structural en face images. 

Images were digitally subsampled laterally by removing B-scans from the OCT 

and OCTA en face images without altering the axial resolution (A-scans), as shown in 

Figure 4.2. In the case of subsampling by a factor of 2, every other B-scan would 

remain, and for a factor of 3, every third B-scan would remain, and so on. Original 

300×300 images (10μm lateral resolution) when subsampled by factors of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 

8 produced images with 150, 100, 75, 60, and 37 lateral pixels by 300 axial (A-scan 

depth) pixels, respectively; this is equivalent to lateral sample spacing (in the slow scan 

direction) of approximately 20, 30, 40, 50, and 80μm, respectively. Subsampled images 

were subsequently laterally upsampled, using bicubic interpolation, back to 300×300 

images for homogenous input shapes and interpretable Gradient-weighted Class 

Activation Mappings (Grad-CAMs) for neural network attention visualization. The neural 

network’s performance across all subsampling factors was compared to the performance 

on the full-resolution images.  
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Figure 4.2. Visualization of the effects of lateral subsampling across all factors 
of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 by removing B-scans. Left column = Non-referable 
DR OCTA en face (normal), middle column = Referable DR OCTA en 
face (PDR), right column = isotropic visualization of the effect of 
subsampling. The red numbers indicate the number of pixels along 
the axis of the corresponding red arrow. 
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4.3.2. Experimental Settings 

Model evaluation and training hyperparameter selection utilized nested 5-fold 

cross-validation. The dataset was split across five folds with each graded DR severity 

equally distributed across the folds. Each fold consisted of the following distribution of 

data: Normal (31-32), Mild NPDR (13-14), Moderate NPDR (5-6), Severe NPDR (12), 

and PDR (12-13). This ensured that the folds had similar representation from each 

severity and would promote fairness and consistency across folds since differentiating 

between the severities near the decision boundary (mild NPDR and moderate NPDR) is 

a more difficult task than categorizing the extremes (normal and PDR). Nested 5-fold 

cross-validation was performed by iterating through the combinations of folds such that 

each fold was used at least once for training, validation, and testing resulting in 20 

models for each test. This rigorous evaluation method ensured repeatability and fair 

representation of neural network performances. Nested 5-fold cross-validation was also 

utilized for training hyperparameter selection. Before training, the less prevalent class 

was upsampled through random dropout, linear contrast changes, and flips using the 

ImgAug library to balance the dataset. Throughout training, the batches of images were 

further augmented through horizontal and vertical flips, rotations between [-10°, 10°], 

and random translations to develop a more generalizable and robust neural network. 

Our training consisted of a two-step approach, similar to the experimental 

settings from our previous publication [11] and the base model was similarly derived 

from the VGG-19 architecture [32], detailed in Table 4.1, initialized with ImageNet 

weights. Two fully connected layers were appended following the base model as the 

classifier. First, due to our limited dataset size, we leveraged the benefits of transfer 

learning by freezing most of the weights in the convolutional base layer and trained the 

classifier. This step utilized a cyclic learning rate decaying from 5×10-4 to 1×10-5 three 

times for 300 epochs. According to the minimum validation loss, the best model was 

saved; to decrease training time, early stopping was implemented where if the validation 

loss had not decreased for 30 epochs, the second stage of training would begin. In the 

second stage, we allowed all the layers of the best model from the first step to be trained 

with a lower learning rate of 5×10-5. The same callback functions from the first step were 

used, with early stopping executed if the validation loss had not decreased for 20 
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epochs. Both steps trained the neural network with a batch size of 8, Adam optimizer, 

and binary cross-entropy loss. 

The DNN was developed and evaluated in TensorFlow and the Keras API [72] 

using Python 3.6.3 on Canadian Supercomputer “Cedar” powered server nodes with the 

NVIDIA Tesla V100-SXM2 GPU and 32GB RAM. Nested 5-fold cross-validated training, 

testing, and Grad-CAM visualization required less than 6 hours. 

Table 4.1. Neural network architecture derived from VGG-19 base model with 
two fully connected layers appended for binary classification - 
initialized with ImageNet weights. Lines delineate the convolution 
blocks and the classifier. ReLU = Rectified Linear Unit [73]. 

Layer Type Output Shape Filter Size Stride Activation 

2 Convolutional 300×300×64 3×3 1 ReLU 
3 Convolutional 300×300×64 3×3 1 ReLU 
4 Max Pooling 150×150×64 2×2 2 - 

5 Convolutional 150×150×128 3×3 1 ReLU 
6 Convolutional 150×150×128 3×3 1 ReLU 
7 Max Pooling 75×75×128 2×2 2 - 

8 Convolutional 75×75×256 3×3 1 ReLU 
9 Convolutional 75×75×256 3×3 1 ReLU 
10 Convolutional 75×75×256 3×3 1 ReLU 
11 Convolutional 75×75×256 3×3 1 ReLU 
12 Max Pooling 37×37×256 2×2 2 - 

13 Convolutional 37×37×512 3×3 1 ReLU 
14 Convolutional 37×37×512 3×3 1 ReLU 
15 Convolutional 37×37×512 3×3 1 ReLU 
16 Convolutional 37×37×512 3×3 1 ReLU 
17 Max Pooling 18×18×512 2×2 2 - 

18 Convolutional 18×18×512 3×3 1 ReLU 
19 Convolutional 18×18×512 3×3 1 ReLU 
20 Convolutional 18×18×512 3×3 1 ReLU 
21 Convolutional 18×18×512 3×3 1 ReLU 
22 Max Pooling 9×9×512 2×2 2 - 

23 Dropout (0.5) 9×9×512 - - - 
24 Fully Connected 9×9×16 - - ReLU 
25 Batch Normalization 9×9×16 - - - 
26 Dropout (0.5) 9×9×16 - - - 
27 Flatten 1×1296 - - - 
28 Fully Connected 1 - - Sigmoid 
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4.3.3. Model Evaluation 

Trained models were evaluated quantitatively for a wide range of metrics used 

and proposed in the Literature for more transparent representation and comparison 

across studies. Class predictions are categorized with a threshold of 0.5 on the model’s 

probabilistic output. The model performance on the allocated test fold was evaluated for 

accuracy [58], [11], balanced accuracy, area under the receiver operating characteristics 

(AUROC) [54], [55], area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) [74], F1 Score [75], 

[76], sensitivity [54], [55], [58], [11], and specificity [54], [55], [58], [11]. Accuracy, 

AUROC, F1 Score, sensitivity, and specificity are reported in the Literature for diabetes-

related classification evaluation whereas AUPRC has been proposed over AUROC for 

retinal disease classification using OCT as it better represents the prediction 

performance on unbalanced datasets [74]. Like AUROC, accuracy is a poor metric for 

unbalanced datasets and should either be calculated on a balanced test set or 

substituted with balanced accuracy. Hence, with the unbalanced nature of medical 

datasets, some publications omit accuracy and only report AUROC along with specificity 

and sensitivity [54], [55]. Each evaluation metric for the 20 models from each 

subsampled factor from the nested 5-fold cross-validation was evaluated for a 

statistically significant (P < 0.05) difference in means across subsampling factors 

through repeated-measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc two-tailed t-

test. Neural network rDR classification evaluation metrics were compared across 

subsampling factors and to our previously published deep learning methods [11]. 

4.3.4. Visual Explanations 

Grad-CAMs compute the gradients flowing through a convolutional neural 

network (CNN) into the last convolutional layer and identifies regions of high importance 

for the classification and visualizes the relative weight of regions through a heatmap [77]. 

They generate class activation maps that are especially relevant for autonomous AI in 

clinical decision-making as they allow for the verification of the reasoning behind a 

neural network’s predictions and allow for a qualitative verification of their decision-

making. OCT and OCTA en face images contain clinically relevant biomarkers that 

clinicians consider when examining fundus photography and fluorescein angiographies 

during their screening for DR. Additionally, Grad-CAMs allow us to visualize the 
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consistency between neural networks trained across the images with different 

subsampling factors. We qualitatively evaluate the model’s ability to detect regions 

containing biomarkers of DR and validate that when we remove B-scans, the neural 

network continues to detect rDR based on clinically relevant biomarkers found with the 

original sampling rate. For example, if in higher resolutions, the class activation map 

shows a neural network’s focus towards the FAZ and regions of non-perfusion, while a 

less sampled image of the same scan results in a class activation map highlighting 

regions insignificant to DR, this may suggest that the input image is sampled too 

sparsely.  

4.4. Results 

4.4.1. Training and Validation 

The DNN models trained on the laterally subsampled images were evaluated for 

rDR classification accuracy, balanced accuracy, AUROC, AUPRC, F1 Score, sensitivity, 

and specificity and were compared to the models trained on the original resolution 

images. Table 4.2 summarizes the mean, standard deviation, and statistically significant 

difference (P < 0.05) in means of the evaluation metrics across all subsampling factors. 

Generally, the lateral subsampling factor was negatively correlated to the performance of 

the neural network classification. With the early stopping criteria, it was observed that 

larger subsampling factors required more training. Slower convergence, which 

accompanies the larger subsampling factors, suggests that as the biomarkers and 

features of DR become more difficult to identify, the neural network requires a longer 

training period. There were no significant differences between the original image and 

subsampling by a factor of 3 across all metrics. Repeated-measures ANOVA tests 

revealed no significant difference in means across all subsampling factors for both 

sensitivity and specificity. Although subsampling factors of 4, 5, and 8 were statistically 

worse, the evaluation metrics were comparable, and all models trained across the 

subsampling factors fell within one standard deviation across every evaluation metric 

when compared to the performance of the models trained on the original sampling rate. 

Model probabilistic outputs were evaluated for the 5 DR severities to understand 

the effect of thresholding and provide further insights into the performance of the neural 
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network. Figure 4.3 is a violin plot showing the probabilistic outputs of the neural 

networks of all 20 models for each test. Subsampling factors are represented by different 

colors and the red dotted line separates the 5 DR severities into the binary stratified 

groups of non-referable DR (nrDR) and rDR. The violin plot shows that the number of 

false negatives (probabilistic outputs above the probability of 0.5 and to the left of the red 

dotted decision boundary) was consistent throughout different subsampling factors. 

Alternatively, the false positives (probabilistic outputs below the probability of 0.5 and to 

the right of the red dotted decision boundary) were primarily errors from the models 

trained on heavily subsampled images. This is consistent with Table 4.2 since the 

specificity remains relatively consistent while the sensitivity decreases with an increased 

subsampling factor. 

The classification activation maps generated from Grad-CAM are represented as 

heatmaps superimposed on the SVC input image to visualize the regions of importance. 

There was no significant difference in evaluation metrics, as shown in Table 4.2, 

between models trained on the original resolution to those subsampled up to a factor of 

3. Figure 4.4 shows the consistency across heatmaps for correctly classified PDR and 

normal eyes across all subsampling factors. 
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Figure 4.3. Violin plot visualizing the neural network probabilistic output across 
the five DR severities. The original sampled images, subsampling 
factors of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 represented by red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, and purple, respectively. The red dotted line separates the 
non-referable DR from referable DR. The width of each plot is 
normalized to the same scale within each stratified DR severity. 

 

Table 4.2.  Nested 5-fold cross-validated (n=20) evaluation metrics comparing 
referable DR classification performance across lateral subsampling 
factors of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 to an original-resolution input on the 
corresponding reserved test fold. Mean values are shown with 1 
standard deviation in parentheses. Statistically significant (P < 0.05) 
difference in means when compared to the original resolution 
denoted by an asterisk (*). 

Subsampling  
Factor 

Accuracy 
(± SD) 

AUROC  
(± SD) 

AUPRC  
(± SD) 

Balanced 
Accuracy  

(± SD) 

F1 Score  
(± SD) 

Sensitivity 
 (± SD) 

Specificity  
(± SD) 

Original 0.875 
(0.037) 

0.939 
(0.023) 

0.907 
(0.038) 

0.871 
(0.033) 

0.846 
(0.040) 

0.848 
(0.065) 

0.893 
(0.074) 

2 0.879 
(0.041) 

0.942 
(0.022) 

0.913 
(0.043) 

0.873 
(0.037) 

0.850 
(0.044) 

0.838 
(0.051) 

0.907 
(0.072) 

3 0.870 
(0.050) 

0.935 
(0.021) 

0.909 
(0.034) 

0.866 
(0.044) 

0.841 
(0.051) 

0.845 
(0.048) 

0.886 
(0.083) 

4 0.858 
(0.028)* 

0.927 
(0.021)* 

0.890 
(0.039)* 

0.852 
(0.025)* 

0.823 
(0.030)* 

0.818 
(0.059) 

0.885 
(0.062) 

5 0.855 
(0.035)* 

0.921 
(0.027)* 

0.883 
(0.041)* 

0.849 
(0.033)* 

0.820 
(0.038)* 

0.823 
(0.048) 

0.875 
(0.055) 

8 0.855 
(0.039)* 

0.917 
(0.027)* 

0.876 
(0.036)* 

0.846 
(0.040)* 

0.816 
(0.048)* 

0.804 
(0.067) 

0.888 
(0.054) 
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Figure 4.4. Grad-CAMs of a PDR and normal eye both correctly classified 
across all subsampling factors as referable DR (rDR) and non-
referable DR (nrDR), respectively. Class activation maps overlay on 
the SVC OCTA en face where left column = nrDR (normal) SVC 
OCTA en face, right column = rDR (PDR) SVC OCTA en face; jet 
heatmap where red corresponds to regions of high importance and 
blue, low importance. 
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4.5. Discussion 

Image acquisition with OCT and OCTA requires compromises between sample 

density, FOV, and duration (which is related to increased motion artifact). A contribution 

of this study is that deep neural network classification of rDR based on OCT / OCTA 

acquired in the parafovea is relatively insensitive (reduction of less than 0.05 across all 

evaluation metrics) to the increase of acquisition efficiency that come with the 

subsampling density for factors of up to 8× subsampling. This finding has significant 

implications for the OCT acquisition system hardware and acquisition parameters.  

The quantitative evaluation of the DNN classification performance, as shown in 

Table 4.2, found no statistical difference when using subsampled images up to a factor 

of 3. This result suggests that commercial OCT systems can have a 3× lower B-scan 

sampling density without a loss of neural network classification performance for rDR. 

Notably, the performance of neural networks trained on images with subsampling factor 

of 2 resulted in an insignificant improvement compared to those trained on originally 

sampled images. This difference was an order of magnitude below the standard 

deviation and was not significant when evaluated through two-tailed t-tests. The lower 

sampling density could be used to shorten the duration of acquisition. Alternatively, for a 

set volume acquisition duration, the distribution of the samples across the retina could 

be reshaped to cover a wider FOV. By imaging 3× less dense in the ‘slow scan’ direction 

(increasing the distance between B-scans), the pixels could be reallocated to imaging 3× 

more of the retina. For example, a 300×300 3mm en face scan could be sampled 

sparsely to encompass approximately a 5×5mm region. 

Generally, the neural network classification performances as shown using 

evaluation metrics were negatively correlated to the subsampling rate. However, the 

decreased performance was only on the order of a few percent, and we speculate that 

this may be overcome by benefits of capturing a wider FOV. As an example, 

subsampling by a factor of 8 can be paired with imaging over a FOV on the retina 

approximately an 8.5×8.5mm area in the same acquisition time as the original fully 

sampled 3×3mm scan. Our results suggest the central 3×3mm region could be cropped 

from the center of the subsampled volume, and neural networks would have rDR 

classification performance comparable to those trained on the original 3×3mm en face; 
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with the following average change in performances: accuracy (factor of 8 - original; -

0.021), AUROC (-0.022), AUPRC (-0.032), balanced accuracy (-0.024), F1 Score (-

0.030), sensitivity (-0.044), and specificity (-0.005). It remains to be explored whether the 

additional features detected in the larger FOV would overcome the change in 

performance.  

While our study focuses on the relative performance between models trained on 

images with different subsampling factors, our models can also be evaluated against our 

previously published results [11]. Comparisons across methods evaluated on different 

datasets are often difficult due to differences in ground truth and in the distribution of 

data, hence, we compare to our previously published work using the same dataset with 

different preprocessing steps. Table 4.3 shows the performance of our neural network 

trained on an original image and an 8× subsampled image compared to our ensemble 

learning and standard VGG-19 approaches [11]. The classification performance in this 

manuscript trained on the fully sampled images were comparable to results published in 

[11] using a similar non-ensembled approach using VGG-19 but is significantly worse 

than the ensemble learning approach.  

Table 4.3.  Comparing neural network performances with our previously 
published referable DR (rDR) classification neural networks. 

Neural Network #eyes Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity 
Ensemble Learning (Same dataset) [11] 380 0.920 0.904 0.933 

VGG-19 (Same dataset) [11] 380 0.877 0.942 0.805 

Our Originally Sampled Neural Network 374 0.875 0.848 0.893 

Our 8× Subsampled Neural Network 374 0.855 0.804 0.888 

 

We focused on the evaluation across subsampling factors in favor of optimizing 

specifically for model performance. Hence, the performance would improve if we utilized 

our ensemble learning framework, but the increased training time and model complexity 

were not necessary as the comparison across subsampling factors still stands. A fairer 

comparison would be to refer to our previously published work that utilized ensemble 

learning where we also reported a three-channel input utilizing the VGG-19 base 

network with an accuracy of 0.877, sensitivity of 0.942, and specificity of 0.805, shown in 

Table 4.3. While our methods are slightly different, (in this study, we evaluated using 
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nested 5-fold cross-validation, omitted Zeiss preprocessing that included interpolation, 

and our dataset size is slightly smaller), we report similar results.  

The Grad-CAMs shown in Figure 4.4 signify that the neural network is 

consistently focused on regions near the FAZ and regions of non-perfusion across all 

subsampling factors in the referable eye while a non-referable eye results in different 

Grad-CAMs scanning the entire retina for features of DR. As the subsampling factor 

decreases, more of the weight of the prediction shifts towards general perfusion density 

rather than regions of non-perfusion separated by well-connected vessels. While the 

weights of the neural network attention shift slightly when subsampling, regions of 

interest remain consistent with the original resolution. This qualitatively reinforces that 

our neural network performances and classification reasoning are not heavily impacted 

when training and testing on laterally subsampled OCT and OCTA en face scans up to a 

factor of 8. 

Future work should evaluate the true performance of an autonomous DR 

screening tool on wide-field OCT images and the effect on patient outcome. We have 

previously shown that the capillary network outside the parafovea contains early 

changes from DR [9] which may benefit rDR classification. Regions containing changes 

in the microvasculature from DR should be further explored and our OCT systems could 

be re-evaluated to capture a wider FOV targeting hallmarks of retina diseases to 

improve classification performance. Sampling over a wider FOV may potentially capture 

features that allow deep neural networks to tackle more difficult problems including 

autonomous DR prognostication and further stratified classification [78]. While machine 

learning methods may not be significantly impacted by lower resolutions caused by a 

wider FOV, a clinician’s ability to screen patients must still be a priority, and methods of 

reconstructing image resolution [22] should continue to be explored.  

Conventional quantitative retinal imaging biomarkers, including vessel and 

perfusion density, and FAZ metrics, have been explored extensively as clinically-

explainable features to predict the DR severity. Therefore, it would also be interesting to 

explore the effect of lateral sampling on these biomarkers of DR captured by OCT and 

OCTA and compare the corresponding effect to the neural-network-based approach. 

This may provide additional insight into the decision-making of the neural network and 

whether relevant biomarkers remain for neural-network-based feature extraction. 
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Although this study demonstrates a deep neural network’s ability to detect rDR 

on heavily subsampled images, this study is limited by the number of images in our 

dataset, lack of access to labeled wide-field OCT data, and lack of an external 

independent testing set. OCTA is a relatively new imaging modality where autonomous 

tools utilizing OCTA are limited by the small independent datasets at each institution and 

a lack of widespread data sharing [74] which we accounted for by leveraging transfer 

learning and data augmentation. 

4.6. Conclusion 

DNNs have been used to aid clinicians with their decision-making and in our 

case, provide tools for rDR classification. In this report, we have demonstrated no 

significant differences across all evaluation metrics on our automated rDR classification 

when subsampling up to a factor of 3× and a minimal effect up to 8×. The purpose of this 

study was not to validate a neural network’s ability to detect rDR, but instead to 

investigate the performance when subsampling the input images. Our results suggest 

that OCT/OCTA systems can sample the microvasculature more sparsely without 

significantly impeding our automated rDR classification tools. As a result, the additional 

acquisition time can be reallocated towards imaging more of the microvasculature. 

4.6.1. Contributions 

The details of the methods were conceived and designed by me with advice from 

Dr. Marinko V. Sarunic and Dr. Da Ma. The entire pipeline from image preprocessing to 

model evaluation has been developed and executed completely by me. I referenced 

previous code from Dr. Morgan Heisler for the learning rate scheduler when rewriting the 

function and referenced open-sourced code for generating the Grad-CAMs.  
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Chapter 5. Federated Learning (Classification) 

5.1. Abstract  

5.1.1. Purpose: 

To evaluate the performance of a federated learning framework for deep neural 

network-based referable DR (rDR) classification using optical coherence tomography 

(OCT) and OCT-angiography (OCTA). 

5.1.2. Methods: 

The dataset consisted of OCTA en face images and structural OCT projections 

acquired from two commercial OCT systems with a total of 700 images. OCTA images 

used for microvasculature segmentation were manually delineated and verified by retina 

experts. Diabetic retinopathy (DR) severity was evaluated by retinal specialists and 

condensed into two classes: non-referable DR, and rDR. Federated learning was applied 

over multiple institutions for rDR classification and was compared with models trained 

and tested on data from the same institution (internal models) and different institutions 

(external models). We measured accuracy, area under the receiver operating 

characteristic (AUROC) curve, area under the precision-recall curve, balanced accuracy, 

F1 score, sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of further stratified severities.  

5.1.3. Results: 

Federated learning achieved similar performance to internal models. In the 

classification of rDR, federated learning achieved an AUROC of 0.944–0.970; the 

internal models attained an AUROC of 0.945-0.978. Similar results are reflected in the 

other calculated evaluation metrics. 

5.1.4. Conclusions: 

Federated learning shows similar results to traditional deep learning in 

classification, while maintaining data privacy. Evaluation metrics highlight the potential of 
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collaborative learning for increasing domain diversity and the generalizability of models 

used for the classification of OCT data. 

5.2. Introduction 

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a complication of diabetes mellitus, the most 

common cause of vision loss among people with diabetes, which affects 749,800 people 

in Canada [2] and is expected to affect 191.0 million people worldwide by 2030 [3]. DR 

damages the structure of the blood vessels of the retina [79], a light-sensitive tissue in 

the eye, leading to widespread areas of ischemia and loss of visual acuity [80], [81]. DR 

is diagnosed and the severity is graded based on clinical examination, retinal 

funduscopic photography, and fluorescein angiography [82]. Direct, non-invasive, and 

quantitative analysis of the retinal microvasculature has significant potential to improve 

the clinical management of DR. One of the most promising modalities for diagnostic 

imaging of the retinal microvasculature is optical coherence tomography angiography 

(OCTA), which allows for volumetric imaging of the retinal vasculature with resolution 

down to the level of retinal capillaries [83], [84].  

The usage of artificial intelligence has been extended to numerous problems in 

the medical industry and is rapidly advancing in ophthalmic applications. Reviews of 

deep learning and artificial intelligence in medicine discuss the research and future 

directions [85], including applications in glaucoma [86] and DR [4], [5], [87]. In this study, 

we expand on previously published frameworks for microvasculature segmentation [88] 

and quantification [89], as well as DR classification [11], [58]. As deep learning 

applications increase in complexity, the amount of data required to train a robust and 

accurate deep neural network (DNN) model increases significantly. However, for medical 

applications, data is often guarded behind privacy regulations regarding sensitive patient 

information. This presents a nearly insurmountable hurdle for collaborative data sharing 

between institutions. Additionally, there exists a possibility that a model trained solely on 

medical data available in its own 'data island' is significantly overfitted, especially if all 

the data originates from one source [90]. This is the case for image processing 

algorithms, where images originating from one source may have distinct features that 

may lead to overfitting as training progresses.  
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Federated learning is a distributed machine learning approach that enables model 

training on a large corpus of decentralized data originating from different sources without 

directly accessing the sensitive data . Cross-device federated learning, as originally 

described by Google [91], consists of a framework in which a central server could 

distribute copies of a machine learning model to a set of clients for training. Each client 

could locally perform one or multiple steps of gradient descent (‘learning’) on local data, 

and subsequently return its results to the central server to be averaged with the rest of 

the client base. Frameworks for developing federated learning algorithms such as 

Tensorflow Federated, NVIDIA Clara [92], as well as PySyft [93] exist, however, for 

medical applications with a small number of participating (collaborating) institutions, this 

approach can be simplified. This is termed cross-silo federated learning [94]. Compared 

to cross-device federated learning, the small number of collaborative participants in a 

cross-silo setting simplifies execution by allowing for the training to be synchronous. The 

cross-silo setting also assumes that the participants are trusted, and do not present an 

adversarial risk towards federated training, which can include white-box and black-box 

inference attacks [95], or exploiting the gradients to reconstruct the training data [96]. 

This approach has been explored by various groups in medical research, most notably 

for the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. A collaborative federated 

learning platform for computed tomography (CT) scan-based COVID-19 diagnosis using 

a 3D dense convolutional neural network has also recently been developed [97], with 

additional work conducted for COVID-19 region segmentation in CT scans [98]. In 

addition, a federated approach to both L1 regularization and multilayer perceptron 

models was applied to electronic health records to predict COVID-19 mortality, showing 

improvement over models trained locally [99]. A federated learning framework was also 

developed for functional magnetic resonance imaging analysis using domain adaptation 

[100]. In the field of optical coherence tomography (OCT) for ophthalmic imaging, to the 

best of our knowledge, there is no previous report examining the use of federated 

learning. A related model-to-data approach was applied to intraretinal fluid segmentation 

in OCT volumes [101] with significant success. This report represents the next step in 

the progression of model-to-data to federated learning for ophthalmic applications. 

Federated learning may have a large impact on niche research topics and rare 

diseases where datasets are locked within each institution and open-sourced datasets 

are limited. Clinical applications with large and open-sourced datasets contain many 
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edge cases and may have reduced benefit from collaboration through federated 

learning. Utilizing federated learning to improve the generalizability of the neural 

networks through the collaboration of multiple institutions with access to large datasets is 

important and should be investigated for the effects on neural network robustness. 

However, the focus of this study is towards facilitating collaboration between institutions 

investigating problems with small datasets. In this study, we investigated the federated 

learning approach to apply the microvasculature OCTA segmentation to multiple 

datasets in a simulated cross-silo environment. The performance of the federated model 

was compared to models trained solely on local data, models trained on a fully 

centralized dataset, as well as alternative methods of collaborative deep learning. The 

framework was subsequently extended to a true collaboration between multiple 

institutions for referable DR (rDR), eyes diagnosed with moderate DR or higher, 

classification using OCT and OCTA imaging. The performance of the federated rDR 

classification model was compared to models trained solely on local data across the 

institutions participating in this study.  

5.3. Methods 

5.3.1. Ethics statement 

Institutional Review Board (IRB)/ Ethics Committee approval was obtained before 

implementation, and the experiments were conducted in accordance with the tenets of 

the Declaration of Helsinki independently at both Simon Fraser University (SFU) and 

Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU). A separate IRB approval was required for 

each institution for neural network model sharing, but the approval process was more 

efficient than the process required to share sensitive patient information and data. 

5.3.2. Framework Implementation 

The main components of the federated learning framework involved the central 

server and the individual clients from which the private data was sourced. The central 

server served as the ‘hub’ of the framework, coordinating training, and defining 

hyperparameters for each client. The central server also aggregated each client’s 

updates and performed averaging to compute a new global model for re-distribution. 
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Model updates from each client, as well as each iteration of the aggregated global 

model, were saved locally, thus not accessed by any participating client. Each client’s 

training data remained on its own servers, preventing access by any outside party. 

Secure model transfer between each client and the central server was handled using 

cloud-based drop-off folders implemented using the self-hosted open-source file 

synchronization and share server ownCloud (ownCloud GmbH) software, as shown in 

Figure 5.1. Each client was designated its own folder that was inaccessible by other 

clients. OwnCloud allows the model distribution to be under the control of a participating 

institution. In this study, we hosted the ownCloud folder on SFU servers, but this folder 

could be hosted at any site designated as the aggregator using their own ownCloud 

implementation. 

 

Figure 5.1. Federated learning schematic. 

For each training cycle, the central server distributed the aggregate model, 

alongside instructions in a configuration file unique to each client. This configuration file 

included information such as the current epoch, as well as the learning rate at which that 

epoch would be trained. The model and configuration file transfers to and from 

ownCloud folders were automated using the client module from the open-sourced 

ownCloud application programming interface (API). Using the ownCloud API, the clients 

and aggregator accessed the ownCloud folder using security keys specified in an 
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institution-specific initialization configuration file. We have implemented a robust system 

of checks to ensure that interruptions in connection at any stage between the client or 

aggregator and the ownCloud folder were adequately handled by the program. 

Continuous connection attempts were made if a client was unable to connect with the 

ownCloud server. 

Upon receiving the model and configuration file, each client performed data 

augmentation and trained for a full epoch on its training set, and then validated on its 

internal validation set. The resulting model and comma-separated values (CSV) file 

containing the loss and accuracy for both training and validation were returned to the 

central server. Once the central server received the model and CSV file from each client, 

it further validated each client model on a small validation set to isolate models that 

could disrupt the overall training process. Consequently, any client model that scored 

below a specified tolerance value would be omitted from the aggregated model. The 

tolerance value was minimal (0.3 or less) to remove potentially diverged models without 

inadvertently introducing bias to the training. The tolerance value of 0.3 that was 

selected as a safeguard was determined heuristically based on an SFU pilot dataset, 

which was a subset of the SFU training set. The tolerance was low enough to allow 

models from different domains that may perform poorly on the pilot dataset to be 

included in the aggregated model. It served to filter out data contamination due to 

potential misconfiguration and improperly processed data and was never reached at any 

point in our study as it should not if all participants were diligent. The paths to the saved 

models and training data were defined in a configuration file located locally on each 

client and not accessed by the aggregator. The open-source code can be found online 

on Github (https://github.com/borg-sfu/federated-learning-oct). 

5.3.3. Referable Diabetic retinopathy Classification 

We applied the federated learning framework to rDR classification. Data collected 

from SFU, and OHSU were used to investigate the relative performance of federated 

learning for the classification of rDR in OCT en face images. The image acquisition 

protocol, severity grading, and en face OCTA generation algorithm were as described in 

previous reports from our groups [11], [58]. Images with a signal strength greater than 

eight out of ten, or with sufficient capillary network visibility through manual evaluation, 
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were included in the SFU dataset [9]. Images with signal strength index greater than 50 

were included in the OHSU dataset [102]. Details of the two datasets, including the 

image acquisition systems, dataset stratification, and dataset allocation are as described 

in Table 5.1. The three-channel input for rDR classification was generated from a 

combination of OCTA en face images from the superficial vascular complex (SVC), 

OCTA en face from the deep vascular complex (DVC), and a maximum intensity 

projection calculated from both OCT structural en face SVC and DVC. The DVC and 

SVC boundary extraction algorithms were specific to the commercial OCT image 

acquisition system [11], [58]. As with the microvasculature segmentation experiment, the 

federated learning performance was compared against models trained on one specific 

dataset, but fully-collaborative approaches could not be explored to uphold data privacy. 

Table 5.1. Datasets used for Referable Diabetic Retinopathy Classification. 

Institution 
Commercial 
OCT systems 
(Field-of-view) 

Binary Stratification 
(# images in each) 

Institution-
specific 
Stratification 
(#/images in each) 

Dataset allocation 

OHSU [58] 
OptoVue, Avanti 
RTVue-XR SD-
OCT (3x3mm) 

Non-referable DR 
(111) 
Referable DR (212) 

Normal (99) 
Mild (12) 
Moderate (22) 
Severe (7) 
Proliferative (183) 

20% testing 
20% validation 
60% training 

SFU [11] 
Zeiss, PLEX 
Elite SS-OCT 
(3x3mm) 

Non-referable DR 
(226) 
Referable DR (151) 

Normal (157) 
Mild (69) 
Moderate (27) 
Severe (61) 
Proliferative (63) 

20% testing 
20% validation 
60% training 

DR: Diabetic retinopathy 
OHSU: Oregon Health and Science University 
SFU: Simon Fraser University 
 

The preprocessing and data augmentation pipeline was consistent across both 

institutions. Each dataset was preprocessed to have DR-severity-stratified balance to 

enforce fairness in four-fold cross-validation. Each client randomly allocated its data into 

five folds with an equal number of institution-specific DR severity eyes in each fold (i.e. 

each OHSU fold contained the following: normal (19-20), mild (2-3) moderate (4-5), 

severe (1-2), proliferative DR (36-37); each SFU fold contained the following: normal 

(31-32), mild (13-14), moderate (5-6), severe (12-13), proliferative DR (12-13). OHSU 
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and SFU each allocated one fold for testing and utilized the remaining folds through four-

fold cross-validation to train and validate four models. In a post-hoc review of the SFU 

data, one eye in the training dataset was identified as having been incorrectly assigned 

to the severe group instead of the proliferative DR group. A balanced distribution 

between rDR and non-referable DR (nrDR) was created through random up-sampling. 

The model training process was further randomly augmented throughout training. 

Augmentations included random dropout (5 to 10%), linear contrast changes (0.9 to 1.1), 

rotations (-10 to 10°), horizontal and vertical translations (-0.05 to 0.05), and horizontal 

and vertical flips using the ImgAug and Keras preprocessing Python libraries. Each 

image was resized to 512×512 pixels for cross-institution consistency. Channel-wise 

normalization into a range from 0 to 1 was performed to harmonize the different sites.  

Model Architecture and Training Parameters 

Transfer learning of a VGG19 architecture with ImageNet weights was used for 

feature extraction and the classifier consisted of two fully-connected layers, shown in 

Figure 5.2. The training hyperparameters were determined through four-fold cross-

validation. Models that were trained on data from a single institution were trained for 100 

epochs with a learning rate that decayed from 5×10-4 to 5×10-6. The federated approach 

utilized a cyclic learning rate, as described in the segmentation application, decaying 

from 3×10-4 to 1×10-6 twice throughout 100 epochs. 

 

Figure 5.2. VGG19 architecture used for referable diabetic retinopathy 
classification on optical coherence tomography data. 
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Performance Evaluation 

The following evaluation metrics were calculated for each of the models: 

accuracy, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC), area under 

the precision-recall curve (AUPRC), balanced accuracy, F1 score, sensitivity, specificity, 

and the severity-specific accuracies. Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted two-tailed t-tests 

were performed to calculate a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference in means of 

the evaluation metrics between federated learning and models trained on one 

institution’s dataset. The means and standard deviations are reported for each of the 

evaluation metrics. The optimal threshold values for classification were calculated from 

the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve performance of the respective 

validation set during model training.  

The effect of thresholding was explored, and the binary classification of models 

was further evaluated on datasets stratified into the five stages of DR. The four models, 

one from each training fold, were ensembled using majority soft voting by averaging out 

the probabilities calculated from each model. The probabilities for the positive class (i.e. 

whether a given input image belongs to a patient with rDR) are graphically displayed 

through histogram plots for each training method. The output class of each eye is the 

ensembled probability thresholded using the average threshold value calculated during 

training. To further understand the range of severities most affected by thresholding, the 

allocated testing data were further stratified into its original five severities. As is the case 

with many smaller medical datasets, the class imbalance is an issue that exists not only 

between nrDR and rDR, but across all five severities. The two participating institutions of 

this study have more eyes distributed towards the extremes (normal and proliferative 

DR). 

5.4. Methods 

Each test set (SFU and OHSU) was utilized to compare the federated learning 

model to both internal and external models independently. To preserve data privacy, 

combining datasets for centralized training was not possible. The corresponding 

thresholds for classification were calculated from their respective validation set during 

the federated training process. Firstly, we evaluated the overall classification 
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performance of the three experimental setups. Both federated learning and internal 

models significantly outperformed external models, as shown in Table 5.2. The 

federated learning approach was comparable to internal models when tested on SFU 

(Table 5.2 top panel) and OHSU datasets (Table 5.2 bottom panel). In Table 5.3, we 

further investigate the model performance on each stratified diagnostic group to gain an 

in-depth understanding of the relationship between the model and the diagnostic 

severity. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 demonstrates the effect of thresholding on model 

performance as the method of acquiring a threshold during training is optimized for the 

participating institutions. For each of the training approaches, we portray the 

classification across all five severities of DR using confusion matrices in Figure 5.5 and 

Figure 5.6.  

Table 5.2. Comparing federated learning to internal and external models for the 
calculated evaluation metrics – mean values are calculated with 1 
standard deviation in parentheses. Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted 
statistically significant (P < 0.05) difference in means denoted by an 
asterisk (*) and a dagger (†) when compared to internal and 
federated learning models, respectively. 

Testing 
Set 

Training 
Model 

Accuracy 
(± SD) 

AUROC  
(± SD) 

AUPRC  
(± SD) 

Balanced 
Accuracy  

(± SD) 
F1 Score  

(± SD) 
Sensitivity 

 (± SD) 
Specificity  

(± SD) 

SFU 

Internal 
(SFU)   0.869   

 (0.046) 
  0.956  
 (0.011) 

  0.927  
 (0.015) 

  0.870  
 (0.035) 

  0.847  
 (0.041) 

  0.875   
 (0.102) 

  0.864  
 (0.127) 

External 
(OHSU)   0.676     

 (0.081)*† 
  0.852   
 (0.036)*† 

  0.814   
 (0.031)*† 

  0.611   
 (0.104)*† 

  0.341  
 (0.293)*† 

  0.250  
 (0.235)*† 

  0.973  
 (0.041) 

Federated 
Learning   0.875  

 (0.003) 
  0.960  
 (0.011) 

  0.936  
 (0.017) 

  0.876  
 (0.037) 

  0.851  
 (0.043) 

  0.883  
 (0.103) 

  0.870  
 (0.059) 

OHSU 

Internal 
(OHSU)   0.884  

 (0.014) 
  0.973  
 (0.008)† 

  0.986  
 (0.004) † 

  0.891  
 (0.016) 

  0.908  
 (0.014) 

  0.869  
 (0.050) 

  0.913  
 (0.071) 

External 
(SFU)   0.586  

 (0.131)*† 
  0.766  
 (0.137) 

  0.864  
 (0.087) 

  0.594  
 (0.032)† 

  0.585  
 (0.252) 

  0.568  
 (0.378) 

  0.620  
 (0.349) 

Federated 
Learning   0.888  

 (0.019) 
  0.954  
 (0.004)* 

  0.972  
 (0.002)* 

  0.897  
 (0.024) 

  0.911  
 (0.015) 

  0.869  
 (0.011) 

  0.924  
 (0.042) 

AUROC: Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve 
AUPRC: Area under the precision-recall curve 
OHSU: Oregon Health and Science University 
SFU: Simon Fraser University 
SD: Standard deviation 
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Table 5.3. Comparing federated learning to external and internal model 
accuracies at the institution-specific DR severity stages – mean 
values are calculated with 1 standard deviation in parentheses. 
Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted statistically significant (P < 0.05) 
difference in means denoted by an asterisk (*) and a dagger (†) when 
compared to internal and federated learning models, respectively. 

Testing 
set 

Training 
Model Normal (± SD) Mild (± SD) Mod (± SD) Severe (± SD) Proliferative 

(± SD) 

SFU 

Internal 
(SFU)   0.914 (0.090)   0.750 (0.222)   0.542 (0.315)   0.942 (0.074)   0.962 (0.077) 

External 
(OHSU)   1.000 (0.000)   0.911 (0.135)   0.083 (0.096)†  0.250 (0.202)*†  0.327 (0.335)† 

Federated 
Learning   0.922 (0.054)   0.750 (0.071)   0.750 (0.215)   0.846 (0.126)   0.981 (0.038) 

OHSU 

Internal 
(OHSU)   0.900 (0.082)   1.000 (0.000)   0.600 (0.365)   0.500 (0.000)   0.926 (0.014) 

External 
(SFU)   0.625 (0.328)  0.583 (0.500)   0.700 (0.383)   0.375 (0.479)   0.561 (0.376) 

Federated 
Learning   0.913 (0.048)   1.000 (0.000)   0.400 (0.000)   0.500 (0.408)   0.953 (0.014) 

OHSU: Oregon Health and Science University 
SFU: Simon Fraser University 
SD: Standard deviation 
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Figure 5.3. Histogram representation of model output probability distribution on 
SFU data showing the number of images (y-axes) with the 
corresponding probability score for RDR (x-axes). Left: NRDR 
images. Right: RDR images. Further five-stage severity stratification 
is distinguished by the different shades within each subgroup. RDR 
= referable diabetic retinopathy; NRDR = non-referable diabetic 
retinopathy. 
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Figure 5.4. Histogram representation of model output probability distribution on 
OHSU data showing the number of images (y-axes) with the 
corresponding probability of RDR (x-axes). Left: NRDR images. 
Right: RDR images. Further five-stage severity stratification is 
distinguished by the different shades within each subgroup. RDR = 
referable diabetic retinopathy; NRDR = non-referable diabetic 
retinopathy. 
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Figure 5.5. Confusion matrices investigating the referable RDR classification 
performance for each of the five DR severities on SFU data. Entries 
shaded blue and red represent correct and incorrect classification, 
respectively. RDR = referable diabetic retinopathy; DR = diabetic 
retinopathy; SFU = Simon Fraser University. 

 

Figure 5.6. Confusion matrices investigating the referable RDR classification 
performance for each of the five DR severities on OHSU data. 
Entries shaded blue and red represent correct and incorrect 
classification, respectively. RDR = referable diabetic retinopathy; DR 
= diabetic retinopathy; OHSU = Oregon Health and Science 
University. 
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5.5. Discussion 

As deep learning applications grow in complexity, the need for labeled ground-

truth data increases significantly. In many cases, a single institution does not have 

enough resources to procure the data needed to train a robust model. Furthermore, 

medical images are securely guarded behind various privacy regulations, resulting in a 

significant barrier to collaborative data sharing between institutions. There also exists a 

possibility that models trained mainly within one ‘data island’ are significantly overfitted, 

which limits its eventual application on unseen data. Federated learning provides a path 

for collaboratively training a model while keeping the image data secure. The 

contributions of this study are as follows: (1) the design of an open-source robust 

federated learning framework to enable cross-silo training for hardware-agnostic 

applications; and (2) collaboration with a separate institution for rDR classification on 

OCTA and OCT structural en face images. The framework involved individual clients 

training a model on its local training data and sending the weights to a central server. 

The central server would aggregate the weights from all clients and re-distribute the new 

global model. Secure file transfer was handled through a cloud-based drop-off folder 

hosted on SFU servers, eliminating the need for remote Secure Shell access between 

the central server and each participant.  

IRB approval was required across each institution for federated model transfer. 

However, the process was more efficient than the approval process for sharing sensitive 

patient data. The IRB approval was required by both the institution hosting the central 

server and the participating client(s). However, this may not apply to all potential future 

institutions, and further clarification regarding the criteria for IRB approval is needed for 

each participant institution. Since federated learning is relatively new, there was no 

precedent and we expect that when federated learning frameworks become 

standardized, the IRB approval process will be more streamlined. 

Our study explores the application of federated learning to increase the effective 

dataset size that often comes with the relatively niche explorations in emerging 

techniques like disease classification on OCTA and OCT structural en face images. 

Federated learning could facilitate collaboration between groups investigating rare 

diseases where open-sourced publicly available datasets are limited, and images are 
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locked within each institution. While there is value in utilizing federated learning to 

improve the generalizability of tasks with widely available datasets, like fundus 

photography, we focus on the use-case of federated learning that facilitates multi-

institutional collaborative studies towards more niche research topics. 

The federated learning framework was investigated for the application of 

referable DR classification using OCTA and OCT data from different institutions using 

different instruments. Federated learning performance was comparable to an internal 

model, with both obtaining significantly higher performance compared to external models 

when evaluated on the test sets from SFU and OHSU. Further analysis on eyes stratified 

into the original five severities was conducted to provide more transparency and insight 

into the true performance of the model tested on a small dataset. Notably, Table 5.3 

suggests that the classification performance near the decision boundary is lower than 

the classification performance of eyes on the extreme ends of the DR severity spectrum. 

Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 demonstrates that in an ensembled method of aggregating the 

cross-validation folds, the federated learning model was able to correctly classify two 

additional eyes with moderate DR and one with mild DR in the SFU dataset when 

compared to a model trained with SFU data. On the other hand, the federated learning 

model misclassified one more eye with moderate DR in the OHSU dataset when 

compared to a model trained on OHSU data. 

An interesting observation from this study was that the threshold for classification 

may retain biases of participating institutions and is an important hyperparameter to 

consider. Our methods allow us to obtain a threshold during training, but when testing on 

an external dataset from an institution unaffiliated with our training process, the optimal 

threshold becomes an unknown factor. Optimal thresholds of the federated learning 

model for the OHSU data ranged from 0.80 to 0.85, whereas classification on SFU data 

was optimized using thresholds ranging from 0.18 to 0.26. The optimal thresholds 

seemingly diverge, and the histograms in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 suggest that 

thresholding has a greater impact on mild and moderate DR eyes which lie near the 

decision boundary. As shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, a portion of eyes would be 

misclassified if the threshold value was set to 0.5. This suggests that the federated 

learning model still retains the domain differences of the data from each institution. 

Threshold tuning from the ROC curve is effective when calculated during the training of 
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data from a homogeneous domain, however, this is not possible in a scenario such as 

federated learning. Therefore, when considering future deployment of federated learning 

models, domain trends should be discussed, with site harmonization (the adaptation of 

domain information across participating institutions) potentially allowing for the 

calculation of a single optimized threshold value. In future work, the effect of site 

harmonization should be investigated to determine whether the increase in 

generalization of federated learning models is comparable to models trained on one 

large dataset in disease severity classification. 

The results outlined suggest that all participants benefit from federated learning 

when evaluated on data from the other domain and resulted in a model superior to those 

trained and tested at different institutions. We speculate that the largest benefit is to the 

participating institutions with less data (assuming that the data are similar). As 

demonstrated by the results of the experiment on the SFU dataset shown in Figure 5.5, 

the performance of the models trained through the federated learning framework was 

comparable to the internal models. Conversely, since OHSU had more normal and PDR 

eyes, federated learning did not improve the classification when compared to the internal 

model, shown in Figure 5.6 as the theoretical improvement towards the mild, moderate, 

and severe eyes were not shown as those severities were not as prevalent. This 

warrants further investigations towards the effect that data distribution and imbalanced 

datasets have on federated learning. The federated learning framework facilitated the 

training of a model that can generalize to multiple datasets with performance 

comparable to internal models. We speculate that the federated models trained on a 

more diverse pool of data will result in better performance on images from an unseen 

source. However, one area that warrants further exploration is how robust each model 

would perform on data acquired by instruments from the same manufacturer as in Table 

5.1, but at different institutions with different imaging protocols. If resources are 

available, this can be used in conjunction with a ‘filter bank’ implementation, where 

individual DNN models are trained specifically to analyze images from only one image 

source and are shared among collaborators using this brand of instrument. This appears 

to be the most appropriate solution for a set of clients with a large variance in their 

respective datasets, however, we expect this approach to achieve lower performance on 

new and unseen data when compared to federated learning. An alternative approach is 

to use the federated learning model as a starting point for transfer learning, allowing 
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each institution to tailor the model to their data, extending on the methods presented in 

[101]. 

Federated learning can be used to improve generalizability through the inclusion 

of diverse data from different institutions. We anticipate that a pre-determined threshold 

could be used for an unseen dataset that is like one of the participating institutions. 

However, if the domain difference is large between the external data and the data in the 

federation, the issue becomes more challenging to address. Inference on a completely 

unseen dataset is challenging for any deep learning framework and domain adaptation 

methods should be explored to improve the generalizability. 

Like traditional deep learning, a limitation of federated learning is the quantity and 

diversity of the training data. The SFU dataset contained more images than the OHSU 

dataset (shown in Table 5.1), resulting in one client iterating over more steps per epoch 

during training. However, when aggregating the client models, each was weighed 

equally during averaging. This was done to ensure the federated model does not bias 

towards a single data source, despite the data imbalance. A potential solution to this is 

to perform additional augmentation on the smaller datasets, however, because each 

client model is aggregated into a global model, the benefits may be minimal. The overall 

class distributions in the data corpus directly correlate to model generalizability and 

should be discussed by all participants before beginning training. Up-sampling classes 

with less images through additional augmentations provides a suitable solution, 

however, acquiring more training examples through labeled data would be significantly 

more beneficial. The collaborative and synchronous approach of cross-silo federated 

learning created issues throughout the training process. Errors due to network 

connection and other technical difficulties in connecting with the drop-off folder or train 

the model delays training until resolved. For example, four-fold cross-validated training 

from an individual institution was completed in approximately 12 hours while the same 

training using the federated learning framework required upwards of 90 hours. As the 

number of participating institutions increase, these effects are magnified. The 

collaboration resulting from federated learning allows for the pooling of expertise and 

clinician knowledge, which is especially important in cases where data is especially 

limited, which include rare diseases, or newest-generation technologies including 

adaptive optics. 
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As with any attempts of deep learning, there exist several risks if one has an 

adversarial motive. Specifically with federated learning, a malicious ‘collaborator’ may 

provide poor quality images or alter the processing pipeline to attack the training 

process. This study is grounded in collaboration and the attainment of a common goal 

within our federation. We believe that selecting quality collaborators is fundamental 

towards any use of frameworks where the training and testing data is not shared. Even 

under the assumption of no malintent, corrupted data has the potential to negatively 

affect the federated learning model being trained, which we mitigate through a 

framework-wide validation step before averaging. There is ongoing research addressing 

attackers with access to model parameters (white-box) and with no access to models or 

parameters (black-box) [95], where adversaries are motivated to disrupt the training 

process through white-box and black-box attacks. Aside from federated learning, there 

exist attacks attempting to gain insight on private training data where “dummy” gradients 

can be introduced from a client to leak private training data [96]. Presently, this only 

applies to image classification problems with low batch sizes and low-resolution images 

(up to 64×64), which is unsuitable for the high-resolution images seen in medical data, 

and the substantially higher number of parameters seen in image segmentation 

architectures. Whereas federated learning holds great potential for collaboration, the 

onus is still on the participants to ensure good-spirited collaboration and data quality. 

However, developing sophisticated safeguards against these attacks is not a part of the 

collaborative intentions of our research and is beyond the scope of our study. 

While many options exist for distributed training over multiple GPUs, those 

options only provide a method to speed up neural network convergence, without 

providing measures for preserving data privacy. At the time of writing this report, Nvidia 

Clara [92] presents another viable option for implementing federated learning and was 

developed concurrently with our framework. Additional frameworks were considered for 

our applications such as Tensorflow Federated, as well as PySyft [93]. However, the 

simplicity of our cross-silo federated learning framework allowed for independent 

development. Our federated learning framework was intended to facilitate collaboration 

and exploration of approaches for federated learning but may differ from other open-

sourced frameworks in areas such as scalability. Examples of potential further 

development of our federated learning framework include the automation of the folder 

creation through the ownCloud API and improving the efficiency of the aggregator by 
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incorporating multithreading to allow the aggregator to upload and download to and from 

the ownCloud folders more efficiently. 

5.6. Conclusion 

We have designed and developed a framework for multiple participants to 

conduct federated learning on a decentralized data corpus. The framework is 

implemented over an ownCloud instance, however adaptation to other APIs can be 

easily added. Through our results, we have shown that models trained with federated 

learning perform at a comparable level to internal models, presenting a viable method to 

increasing available data while maintaining patient privacy. 

5.6.1. Contributions 

The details of the methods for the classification network were conceived and 

designed by me with advice from Dr. Marinko V. Sarunic, Dr. Da Ma, and Mr. Julian Lo. 

The federated learning framework was originally developed by Mr. Julian Lo for 

microvasculature segmentation. I adapted the framework for classification and 

developed the entire testing framework on Python and MATLAB. I participated in early 

meetings with Dr. Aaron Lee where we discussed the different options of model sharing. 

I also spearheaded the entire classification framework setup, neural network training, 

and neural network testing with our collaborators.  
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 

6.1. Summary 

OCT has the potential to aid ophthalmologists with their management of patients 

with DR. However, two major factors prevent the widespread acceptance of the modality 

for this disease. Specifically, the limited FOV with current OCT technology prevents a 

comprehensive screening of the eye for biomarkers in the periphery of the eye, and by 

only including OCT as a secondary modality, patient throughput is less efficient. Thus, 

this thesis leverages deep learning to investigate and support altering the hardware to 

capture a wider FOV. It also explores methods to improve the generalizability of the 

models by increasing the effective dataset size through federated learning to improve 

patient outcomes and throughput. 

In Chapter 3, we simulated the effects of a high speed OCT engine that is 

expected from a widefield OCT system to reduce patient discomfort and motion artefacts 

by windowing existing high-axial resolution data in the spectral domain. Consequently, 

the axial resolution was reduced, and we investigate the use of a GAN to reconstruct the 

lost features. The neural-network-generated OCT en face B-scans, when compared to 

the windowed B-scans, were both qualitatively and quantitatively more similar than the 

windowed B-scans to the ground truth. The results suggest that a learning-based 

approach is capable of reconstructing the features lost from a high speed OCT engine. 

Thus, supporting moving towards OCT systems capturing with a wider FOV.  

In Chapter 4, the effect of lateral sampling rate on a neural network’s 

classification performance was explored. The neural networks were evaluated for 

accuracy, balanced accuracy, AUROC, AUPRC, F1 Score, sensitivity, and specificity. 

We have demonstrated no significant differences across all evaluation metrics on our 

learning-based rDR classification when subsampling up to a factor of 3× and a minimal 

effect up to 8×. Sampling sparser allows the ‘skipped’ pixels to be reallocated to imaging 

more of the retina without significantly increasing the acquisition duration. Subsampling 

by a factor of 3× corresponds to imaging 3× more of the retina. The results suggest that 

our current acquisition system could acquire a 5×5mm region in the same timeframe 

without decreasing the classification performance. Additionally, subsampling by a factor 
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of 8 corresponds to imaging an 8.5×8.5mm area on the retina and suggests that the 

acquisition duration could remain unchanged and only decrease the performance (in the 

central area) by a few percent. Our results suggest that OCT/OCTA systems can sample 

the microvasculature more sparsely and reallocate pixels to image more of the retina 

without significantly impeding the automated rDR classification. The expected 

improvements to classification by a sparse but wide acquisition is left to future work. 

 In Chapter 5, we deployed and trained a neural network with data from two 

different institutions through our custom federated learning framework without directly 

sharing image data. This experiment validated our framework and concept, and the 

ethics approval process was expedited. By sharing the model rather than sensitive 

patient information and image data, we verified that federated learning could benefit 

collaboration and bypass much of the barriers of maintaining data privacy. The results 

suggest that federated learning performed similarly to a model trained and tested at the 

same institution (internal model) and drastically outperformed a model trained and tested 

at different institutions (external model). We have demonstrated through robust 

quantitative evaluation and post-hoc Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted two-tailed t-tests that 

the federated learning models achieved similar performances to the internal models at 

each respective institution.  

 A combination of all of these methods suggests that we could further explore 

deep learning techniques to aid ophthalmologists in their decision-making process. Our 

work supports that OCT systems could expand their FOV to capture more of the retina 

and as a result, detect more relevant biomarkers and provide a more comprehensive 

screening for DR. Through collaboration, federated learning could improve the 

generalizability and effective dataset size, especially for rare diseases and niche 

problems such as the problem of OCT/OCTA for DR management described in this 

thesis. By improving the robustness of our models, we strive towards the acceptance of 

deep learning algorithms to aid in clinical decision-making to benefit the patient 

throughput and outcomes.  

6.2. Limitations and Future Works 

While the results presented in this these are promising, there are still limitations 

to the deep learning techniques that were described. All experiments were limited by the 
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dataset size and the lack of an independent external dataset for testing and model 

evaluation. All experiments leveraged data augmentation to increase the generalizability 

of the model and/or transfer learning to counteract the small dataset. The purpose of the 

federated learning study is to increase the effective dataset size through collaboration. 

The SRGAN study was limited by the lack of comparison to a traditional 

‘deconvolution’ method. We have compared the performance of a model that leveraged 

transfer learning from a natural floral dataset, but lack a fair comparison to other 

conventional programming reconstruction techniques. The study would also benefit from 

exploring reconstruction in the spectral domain and investigating other methods of 

qualitative evaluation. Some groups have adapted a qualitative evaluation into a 

quantitative evaluation through a mean opinion score, where a group of experts are 

randomly polled to select the best between the generated, windowed, and other 

alternative methods. This is a potential avenue of evaluating the benefit and 

performance of the generated super-resolution images. However, this requires the 

opinion of experts, and the process may be time-consuming. Another method of 

evaluation, inspired by my previous work [41], could be through other processing tools 

by biasing a layer segmentation tool towards the high-resolution domain and evaluating 

the generated super-resolution image by the performance of the segmentation.  

The subsampling study was limited by the lack of access to widefield OCT data. 

This is a preliminary study that explores the potential of a sparser sampling rate. A 

follow-up study would be to sample a wider FOV and crop to the 3×3mm FOV and 

compare the performance to the conventional full sampled 3×3mm en face image. 

The federated learning study was hindered by the number of collaborators and 

the scalability. Two institutions participated in this experiment and the communication 

between the sites and the aggregator, along with the method of aggregating the models, 

were inefficient. As our research group expects to collaborate with more institutions, we 

must improve the scalability of our framework. Another limitation is the bias that remains 

in the models. Each institution was still optimized at a threshold selected during training. 

This allowed us to select a suitable threshold based on prior knowledge for new data, 

but for unseen data with different commercial OCT brands, this threshold shows that 

domain bias remains and may not perform as well on an independent test set. The 

aggregation could also be improved by having a dynamic and parametric weighting 
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function when aggregating the models. Follow-up studies should be performed with 

more collaborators, domain adaptation to harmonize the data from different sites, 

dynamic/parametric method to aggregate the models, and evaluated on an external test 

set compiled from a wide range of OCT systems.  
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